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dwell's Tax Assessment Is Lowest In Kentucky
Speakers
Growers Urged To Plant New State Park
e Governor Full Dark Leaf Quotas
To Be Ready For
Clements
Visitors July 1
ille

To Run Railroads

Boost Of 117 Percent
Needed To Put County
Up To State Average

The Dark Fired Tobacco Board ments on dark
tobacco than they
of Trade in Hopkinseklle has
1937.
launched a campaign designed to did in
Board Of
Last year, according to availaencourage growers of this and
Deal For TVA Village
Announces Plans
adjacent counties to set out and ble figures, growers in the area
Completed
, Full Scale
cultivate their full allotments of raised only about 88 percent of
•od Will Trip
Dark Fired tobacco this season. the dark tdbacco to which they Facilities Planned
nceton
The board of trade points out were entitled under the quota
By Ward
or Earle C. Clements that sine the government has system. Thee...Mimeo board of
AgreeMent on details of a
already
ordered
a slash in trade maintains that the best
e of the speakers here
Reeves Tells Local Delegation Present Method Is
lease
under
quotas
Untie)
which
,
the,
on dark tobacco amount- way to Offset the 35 percent cut
ring Good Will Tour
—
"Terrible" But Best Tax Commission Can Do Under
of the Louisville ing to 35 percent, the communi- ordered for 1948 is to plant full ky Dam village Will ;bermes, it
"Miss
Sallie" Honored
Trade. The delegation ty's crop of this type will be quotas.
State park July 1, engeomplete
Present law; City Schools Will Lose Equalization
ed to arrive here at extremely short -unless farmers
As Oldest Mother
The campaign to encourage ed at a cOnfererice Monday atFund Unless Remedy Is Found; Taylor Says Teachers
• Thursday morning, plant all the tobacco to which more dark fired cultivation will
Mrs. Sallie Har11111011, 102,
ternoon
between officials of thit
"Won't Talk About taming Here"
received a gift of flowers
and will stay approxi- they are entitled under the allot- point out that growers are asment program.
presented by the First Chrise hour.
sured a satisfactory price for State and Tennessee Valley Ate
Caldwell county's present assesetnent is the lowest in
tian Church to the oldest
speakers are Chaftes The 35 percent cut ordered be their weed this 'year, since the thority, Henry Ward, Kentueity
Kentucky. . . 120th among the 120 counties, Revenue Comthe
government can mean a loss governments price support
mother present at Mothers
mayor of Louisville,
Pro- commissioner of conservation,
missioner H. Clyde Reeves told Supt. L. C. Taylor and RumDay services last Sunday.
Hablitzel, president of of $1,000,000 in cash income to gram has been carried over from announced this week.
All women in attendance sey Taylor, a member of the City Board of Education, last
•. Past governor Keen growers of the ,Hopkinsville 1847. The program brought an The State will operate the vilweek, "and if your county's assessment is raised- to the
were presented with a corwill act as master of marketing area if farmers make average of $30:20 a hundrend lage under a lease agreement , Maj. Gen. Edmond IL Leavey
no better use of the their allot- pounds last year.
sage as they entered the State average, the increase will have to be 117
until formal title of the properly (above) was named (May 10)
percent".
church. Mothers and fester•
than 125 persons are
be traneferred from the to run the country's railroads
The
Princeton
school
men were
mothers were recognized, as
e tour. The group will
TVA,• Ward said. He added that after President Truman signin Frankfort to diecuss the
were families with all memIt is the time of the State de- ed a seizure order in a move
e Jefferson Post Amerplight of the system here, not
Roses Bloom On Bush
bers present. There was
on Band, of 40 pieces;
partment that plans can be com- designed to forestall a nationto protest the 30 percent blanket
standing room only at the
ajorette, 'who has been
More Than 200 Years Old pleted so that soon after July wide railroad strike. (AP Wireincrease in tax assessments here
service, many church memchampion for the last
A rosh bush, claimed by its 1 facilities can be offered at the photo)
on town lots and farm property
bers saVing the attendance
s and the champion
owner to be more than 200 new park for vacationdsts.
recently ordered by Certruniseionwas larger than at Easter.
Under the agreement, the State
op quartet of Ken- Delegates Named To
• Four Soloists And
years old, is living and bearer Reeves. The county's official
will be permitted to use 'r 5 housing white roses on the farm
Attend State Convention
f Trio In Top Class;
protest against the raise was
al train, with 11 pullthe village, except. those
of V. L Blackburn. Mr. es
made
by. Sheriff Otho Towery
Band
o diners, a baggage arid At Middlesboro
Judged
'County
now
Excellent
occupied
present
Cancer
by
Drive
Blackburn said the feirm was
or foeAt a dinner meeting of the
mer employis of 'the TVA, the
car will convey tour
Four soloist* and the girls' and County Clerk ebilip Stevowned at the time the'bush
Quota Surpassed By
ens, who were present at the
on visits to 34 cities Business and Professional Womwas planted by Virginia and connuunity building, auditoriuth
'trio of Sutler High School were hearing
$130, Chairman Says
above mentioned.
n Kentucky, J. C. en's Clulb at the Henrietta Hotel
and several other facilities. Ward First Christian To
John F. Morse.
awarded superior ratings at the "Miles* Caldwell county's asA
total
one of the Board's Monday night,
said
of
$1,130
that
as
soon
was
arrangeas
received
Enlarge
Facilities At
Mary Wilson Eldin the county fund campaign State Music Festival, Lexington, sessment is raised to meet the
ments can be completed the State
told The Leader.
red was reelected president and
for the American Cancer Soci- Friday and Saturday. The .band State average by July 1, 1949,
will begin the operation of a Cost of $15,000
obald was in Princeton Mrs. May
Blades, treasurer.
Princeton will lose its share of
restaurant in what is now the Unanimous approval was giv- ety, exceeding the quota by $130, was rated excellent.
ecking with reception Other officers ctosen
were Latie
the State Equalization Fund,
community building.
s and making advance Lois Jacobs,
en by the congregation of the Mrs. F. K. Wylie, chairman, an- Superior soloists were Jayne
vice-president; VirThe lease will cover approxi- First Christian Church Sunday nounced this week. Contributions Hogan, soprano, who sang which amounted this Tear to
ents for the tour.
ginia Hodge, recording secretary,
$5,088", L. C. Taylor said this
mately 900 acres of ground, ins of the delegation will and Mrs. Leona Trader,
a proposed nine-room addition not yet. reported will increase "Were My Song With Wings week.
cores*.
cluding the entire village, a goR at the east side of the present the total, Mrs. Wylie said.
e hats with red bands, Pending secretary.
Provided"; Lou Nell Russell, soCommissioner Reeves said he
Chosen Second Vice
course, the airport and picnic huroh
les and blue suits, and
Miss Eldred presided at the
building, to cost. approx. Generous giving by the public prano, who sang "Calm as the plans to ask the Legislature
at
and
area which have been conserve;
able
assistance
fancy red umbrellas, business meeting, which
of
Night";
co-workJoann
President
Pickering,
Of
Southflute,
tely 415,000.
we folers accounted for the emcees of and Billy Mitchell, baritone the first OPPOrturgiti tOitrIP thf0
ed by WA.
d said, and will pi- lowed by a program in charge
The
addition,
new
be
to
built
Western
Associatio
State
n
Tax Commission et potter
the campaign, Mrs. Wylie said. horn.
The TVA has agreed to sell 38 • of concrete and brick, will
nch the center of town. of Elizabeth
conGray, assisted by Dr. Ralph Cash was elected
of the 75 houses to the State at tain about, 14,000 square
Received in the drive were Members of the trio were Lou to order blanket raises in assessly of balloons will be Hattie Louise
feet of
Cash, who gave a
second vice president of the a later date, but the Sate will classroom and assembly
donations of 38 from the colored Nell Russell, Nancy Cardin and ment of property in counties.
to children, Mr. The- reading, and Mrs. W. Q.
hall
Ramage,
"Assessment p r ocedur e' in
unit, $7 from the colored divis- Joyce Cole.
be able to use the remaindr of space and will be
ed.
county health nurse, who dis- Southwestern Kentucky Medical
used for reion of the Elks' Club and 425 Ratings of excellent were re- Kentucky is terrible", he told
the houses until the TVA moves tigious educational purposes.
onecommittees of the cussed "Diseases".
Association
the
at
annual
79th
.
the Caldwell visitors. "State law
hamber of Commerce, Mrs. Flbrence Blum, of Daw- meeting of the organization at them to another site. The TVA Alton H. Templeton, chairman from Fredonia.
ceived by David Alexander,
requires the Tax Commission to
plans to move them to Johnson- of the Official Board, explained
er, chairman, and the son Springs, and
Paducah
Tuesday.
French
horn;
Dr.
Billy
L
W.
Bridges,
Don
Miss Carevin
equalize property values among
ville, Tenn., for use during the proposed plans to
il. Fred Jake, .chair- Cash were elected delegates
clarinet; Bob McConnell, cornet;
the congregato Calla also attended the meeting. construction
the counties . . . and that is
e been appointed. Plans the State convention
of
a
steam
power
Betty
Jo Linton, piano, and Kention at the close of worship serof BMW Dr. C. C. Howard, Glasgow,
why Caldwell county ha been
made for visiting Clubs to be held at Middlesboro who addressed the closing meet- generating plant, but thus far vices Sunday morning.
neth Prescott, baton twirling.
increased 30 percent",
Congress has not approved funds The addition will front on
era to meet with in June. About 12 other
The
of
convention
ing
the
clarinet
advocated
quartet
was
rated
memsaid.
for this construction, and the Main street and will
nessrnen.
good. Members were George
run the
bers plan to attend, Miss Eld- county medical centers financed
"When a county submits its
buildings will not be moved un- length of the present structure.
Webb,
with
federal,
Hewlett
state
county
Young,
and
Billy
red said.
property assessment to the com3 Rivers Troops To Be
til authority to proceed with the Construction
Don
funds.
Bridges
and
Howard
Stone.
by Euen Farmer,
ist Vacation Bible
Reviewing changes in medi- plant has been voted.
No announcement has been mission for approval, the comcontractor, will begin imsnediate- At Kuttawa Mineral
mission notes whether values are
To Begin May 24 Undergoes Operation
Ward said plans are being ly. Completion
made
cine, Dr. Howard said the era of
for a national or regional
of the building is Springs Two Nights
generally in line with property
ethodist Vacation Bible fgt. Throat Ailment
discussed
for
operation
musical contest at this time, K.
home visits for all treatments
of full- planned by mid or late summer, W. D. Armstrong, chairman
of
in other counties. It the assessill begin Monday, May Henry Sevison,
president of gave way when the automobile scale park facilities at Kentuc- Mr. Templeton
camping and activities for the V. Bryant, band director, said. ment is low, in the commisseen's
will continue until the First National Bank, under- was invented and that medical ky Dam, including a boat dock Overcrowdin said.
g of existing Three-Rivers District, Boy Scouts
opinion, it is raised tentatively,
June 6, when items of went an operation for
a throat practice has since become local- in Kentucky Lake ribove the darn. church facilities necessitated of America, announced Tuesday Ben Kilgore Will Not
under the law, subject to a
ork be put on die- infection at Vanderbilt Hospital ized. In Kentucky, he said, it Meanwhile, he added, the State
construction of the addition, Mr. that plans have been completed
hearing.
Ogden Memorial Wednesday afternoon, it is re- has centered around county`seats. also is pushing plans for con- Templeton
Run
For
U.
S.
Senate
said.
for the Scout Camporee which
s. Don Boitriott, dir- ported. He was admitted to the Contending hospitals serve the struction at Kentucky Lake
Ben Kilgore, Franklin, assist- 'The trouble with blanket
is to be held Friday, Saturday ant general
Tuesday. Pupils of hospital Monday morning. Edwin well-to-do and thr charity pa- State Park, at Eggner's Ferry.
manager of the raises," Reeves said, is that they
and Sunday of this week at Eastern
Frank Linton Receives
o 14 years will meet
Dark-Fired Tobacco hit a taxpayer who has his proLomb vice president, is filling tients, Dr. Howard said too often Bids are to be received May 20
Kuttawa
Springs.
kday morning except
Growers Association, will not be perty listed fairly harder than
in for Mr. Sevison during the they do not serve the average for the building of a $35,000 Oonor Scholarship At UK
Camping and scoutcraft will
from g to 11 o'clock. latter's absence.
a candidate this year ler the they hit the owner whose probathhouse. In addition, he said, .1 Frank Linton, son of Dr. .and
income patient in between.
be stressed at the Camporee. Democratic
teaching methods will
bids will be sought soon for the Mrs, F. T. Linton, Locust Ste
nomination for Unit- perty is listed below its fair
Events and projects are built
ed, Mrs. Boitnott said.
building of shelter houses, lat- was one of more than 800 outed States Senator. Kilgore made value.
Barren
County
Win
around the natural patrol with- public
W r Memorial To Be
the decision in letters to "Blanket raises,' such as the
rines, a water system and sew- standing University of KentucObserve 150th Birthday
in the troop. All patrols will friends
Caldwell
and party leaders, one of one proposed for
Nine Defeats
ky students cited Wednesday for compete against
•icated At Marion
Glasgow, May le -7 Barren age system there.
camping stan- which was received by The county, will not get the assessrittenden County World War county, located in the heart of "Emphasis is being placed now superior academic achievement
Regulars 74
against
dards
and
other troops, Leader Wednesday.
ment job done properly or fairn Regulars were deMemorial will be dedicated Southern Kentucky near Mam- on the building of facilities at and named recipients of special
ly", the commission chairman
to 6 by the Kuttawa at 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon, moth Cave National Park, will Kentucky Lake State Park which honor awards and scholarships Mr. Artnstrong said.
said, 'ibut it is the best method
earn Sunday afternoon May 23, at Mapleview Cemetery, observe its 150th anniversary can be used by the general pub- at the fourth annual U. K. Hon- Field events will include tent
Jaycees Give Seniors
the commission can utilize under
uttawa diamond. Mor- Marion. Chaplain Robert A. with.a Sesqui-Centenniel and ic this summer," he said. "Fu- ors Day convention. Four junior peg making, a blindfold compass
present laws. The Legislature
ere and D. Morgan, Matheny, who served overseas Homecoming program July 3, 4 ture plans call for the erection and senior members of the dairy course, a first aid relay, string $,40 For Class Trip
burning, water boiling, nature Princeton Jayvees Friday night should try to find a better meth•✓ Princeton
of a hotel and
28 months, will be the speaker. and 5.
.vacation cabins cattle judging team, including study and the
preparation of presented a check for $40 to the od of getting propetty listed for
there, but they cannot be con- Mr. Linton, received Dairy Club neckerchief
slides from natural graduating class at Butler High taxation at its fair value",
structed in time for use this scholarships.
materials
School, "to be used in making Reeves coneluded.
year."
Troops from Princeton, Fre- the aruival Senior class trip. A. In March, Superintendent TayOthers in the conference redonia, Eddyville, Kuttrrwa and C. Nuckols accepted the check lor said this week, the City and
A. M. Harvill, Jr., Is
garding plans for the Kentucky
Marion have registered for the for the class, of which he is County boards of education, in
Dam park included H. E. Dahl,' Named To Honor Society Camporee,
a joint meeting, agreed to have
president.
associate State director of parka, For original research in dela detailed school survey made
Malcrdrn G. Little, TVA mana- ence, Alton M. Handle Jr., son
by the Bureau of School Serger of properties, Herbert Bar- of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Harvill, Mqrjorie Stemridge
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Alben W. Barkley, Device, University of Kentucky, the
— lgovernment, to emphasize the ker; of the TVA planning
Read,
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was
to
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Federal Authorities
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Tennessee Valley Booms As Vacationland
Surprising to some readers of The
Leader will be the evidence, published
below, that the Nation is becoming cognizant of the vacation attractions offered
by the TVA lakes, soon to take rank as
one of the South's major tourist lures.
"The Great Lakes of the South" already are receiving much attention in
the northern and eastern centers of population where millions of persons are
making plans for their annual summer
outings as warm weather approaches.
That the New York Times has given
se much space to a single feature about
this attraction should help impress many
here anew with the importance of furthering proper development of Kentucky
Lake and of the advantages this offers
to our entire section.
By Fred Hixson
In the New York Times
Chattanooga, Tenn.—The development
of the Tennessee River Valley as a great
recreation center began as a by-product
of the Tennessee Valley Authority's flood
control and power development Program.,
but recreation hes now become a major
industry in this area, one that is growing
steadily as more and mote Americans
learn to think of the Tennessee Valley as
a vacationland.
The valley has a range of elevation
greater than any other major river valley in the country. There are forty peaks
in the Blue Ridge Mountains that rise
higher than 6,000 feet (Mount Mitchell
is 6,684 feet) and Paducah, Ky., at the
mouth of the Tennessee, is only 300 feet
above sea level. The valley's 40,000
square miles reach into Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, Noah Carolina, Virginia and Tennessee.
While the twenty-six dams of TVA
serve first for flood and navigation control, generation of power and various
other conservation purposes, the lakes
backed up behind the dams provide unlimited facilities for recreation. Boatsmen now have a nine-foot, year-round
navigable channel over the 652-mile
course of the Tennessee from Knoxville
to Paducah. The lakes have a shoreline
of nearly 10,000 miles, giving plenty of
room for swimming, fishing and boating.
TVA's lakes are becoming known as the
Great. Lakes of the South. There may
well be as many as 10,000 boats of all
types on these lakes this summer. The
last official count lake in 1946 listed
nearly 8,000.
.,A $5,000,000-a-year industry has grown
up with the boating. There are now 100
boat docks along the river, serving practically every type of pleasure craft from
the home-made rowboat to the sixty-foot
cruiser.
Along the lakes are thirty-oee public
parks, their size varying from three to
8,500 acres. Most of these parks have
been leased or transferred to public. Agencies of the several States.
Boating is a popular sport on all of
these lakes, which, through the Tennessee River, are connected with the welt
Mississippi-Ohio-Missouri Inland Waterway system, An example of the use of
this waterway for pleasure is the Tennessee Valley cruise scheduled to start
at Paducah on June 14 and end at Knoxrule on June 26. There will be eight
stops along the route and the longest
hop will be from Guntersville, Ala., to
Kentucky On The March

•
dollars of the
United States Turkish-aid fund
is being allocated to road building,
•
Popocateptl, the second highest
mountain peak in Mexico, is 17,888 feet above sea level.
•
Guatemala, a tropical country,
has an average ,temperature of
• 88 degrees.

'

Chattanooga. The. cruise is sponsored by
Tennessee Valley Outdoors and is open to
individual owners a cruisers over a wide
area.
Fishing also is a very important. recreation along the lakes, where there is a
year-round open season. (Studies by experts revealed that more than'90 percent of the fish in these lakes die of old
age.) About 100 camps and other facilitieS have been developed to encourage
fishing.
Sale of tackle, renting of boats and
related services are now estimated at
$5,000,000 a year and the business is still
growing. It has been estimated by the
Tennessee Department -of Conservation
that tourist expenditures in Tennessee
are $150,000,000 a year and many of
these vacation dollars go into fishing
on TVA lakes.
And in the general area may be found
the Cumberland Gap National Historical
Park, some 11,000 acres. This Gap was
bitterly eentested in the War Between
the gtates and its historic caves and pinnacles have been marked.
The Cherokee National Forest is widely known for its purrlle rhododendron.
Game abounds and hunting is permitted
under the Forest Service regulations.
Tourists will find good highways leading through the forest and there are
picnic areas, camping sites and trailer
camps. One may remain on these camping lites for two weeks without charge.
There are also low rental cabins.
Housing facilities for visitors are being
rapidly expanded- Only a short time*ego
TVA leased a construction village erecle41
at Fontana Dam. The Fontana Village
has been converted into a playland nestled along the edge of the Great Smoky
Mountains. It is 1,800 feet above sea level
and offers a varied recreational program
for all age groups.
The accommodations and rates in that
village are typical of those in many other
camping grounds in the Tennessee Valley. It can take care of as many as
1,000 guests a night. Trailer cabins may
be rented for $5 a day for two, or $30
a week. An extra person pays $1 a day.
One-bedroom cottages rent also for $5 a
day for two, $30 a week. Cottages with
an electric stove, refrigerator and cooking utensils rent for $36 a week for two.
Three-bedroom cottages are rented fc,r
$10 a day for four and $60 a week. Rates
on other cottages are proportionate to
their size.
At Fontana Village there are riding
stables, snack bar and other recreational
facilities. On the huge lake is a dock;
there are boats for hire and an eighteenpassenger commercial launch. There is a
similar camp near the Norris Dam.
Guntersville Dam in Alabama is becoming a recreation point, as are various
other places along the river—for example, Decatur, Ala., on the lake behind the
big Joe Wheeler Dam. At Chattanooga
the Chickamauga Dam Lake is a very
attractive recreation center. Kentucky
Lake is also very popultr.
There are thousands of hotel rooms in
the area with rates ranging from $2 upward. Tourist homes, motor courts, clubs
a n d camps offer additional .accemmodations.

A•

• chief product
Coffee Is the
and erport item of El Salvador.
Chief source of hemp for the
• changed from
United States has
the Philippines to Costa Rico,
Panama, Guatemala, and Honduras.
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Congratulations to the Rotary
Club upon getting Willard
Moore, Ralph Randolph, George
Woodruff and Bob Hancock as
believe
members. Really, I
these gentlemen are to be congratulated too; for Rotary has
the "intestinal fortitude", the
character and the spirit to help
every man who is a member.
Princeton is fortunate to have
Rotary and this column is pleased to observe the club's growth.
*
* *
Rev. E. E. Diggs, a former pastor of the Central Preebyterian
Church here but the last several years a minister for the
same denomination, at El Paso,
Texibt; -teas a visittir here, _accompanied by his daughter Lula
Wade, last week. They were en
route to Texas from Nashville,
where one of Mr. Diggs' granddaughters recently underwent
an operation. Numerous friends
gave them a warm welcome
here.
*
*
*
A new $35,000 bathhouse at
Kentucky Lake will be constructed Icon, bids having been
asked last week. This necessary
adjunct of the new State Park
nearby should have been underway in time for the start of
the swimming season. It will
draw many more thousands to
our rction later in the tourist
season, and every year thereafter.
*
* *
The fishing bug bit David severely recently, so much so
that he parted with some of his
own money (a very rare thing)
to buy a rod and line. Local
stores are doing a fine business
in fishing tackle these days . . .
and this trade will grow greatly, because of Kentucky Lake.
*
* *
Our town resembled a deserted village closely last Thursday
afternoon, first of the summer
closing half-days. Gas could be
bought and. one drug store was
open. Walter Tcnvery asked me
why I wasn't fishing and I told
him the Lord hasn't blessed me
with enough brains to get into
the right business.
*
*
*
The last two surviving members of the GAR of Neer York
met recently and proclaimed
dissolution of that organization.
They said it had "served its purpose in keeping alive the traditions of freedom." Our GAR
Commander, Robert Barret t,
102, may follow this exatnple
when he grows old and can't
hold the annual me2ting, Tt, appears even the Union men in
the South were tougher than
ought to build one. But people should not their northern compatriots."
*
*
*
mislead themselves into thinging a buildSome Princetonians went over
ing would solve the problem.
to Dawson Springs last weekend
Olassroom instruction all over Ken- to "see" a carnival. I like cartucky must improve slowly. You don't nivals better at D. S. than here;
make topnotch teachers overnight. Re- tho this is another instance
cruits must be attracted to the profession, where "distanee lends enchantand it takes years to make good teachers ment", the way I see it; the
greater the distance, the more
out of beginners. The better teachers enchantment.
older
ones
get
the
right
kind
of
among the
*
*
A large group of students in
cooperation 'Seem superintendents and
Columbia Unisiersity's Teachers
school boards.
We are all inclined to overlook the first College will come to this section la June; making a, 1,400essential to good schools—an enlightened mile trip; to study the social
public and a ctvic-minded group in 'every and engineering iMplications of
coMmunity willing to give their time and the TVA. It is to be a 2:eveeke'
energy to getting and maintaining a first- course, for Which four credit
points will he granted. Low
rate school system.
onst housing, conservation and
Twenty determined men and women regiottalieation will claim majoe
working together harmoniously and..sup- attention.
*
a. *
ported by the public could give Henderson the schools it needs in five yetus. - When Glasgow business men
Right now there may be twenty prom- drive thirty miles to Bowline
Green to place 'a long distance
inent citizens anxious to see the schools call, be When they walk two or
made as Ad
the beet in the state, three-Works to deliver a message
but nearly evarir one of them is itThist- Instead of using the local phone
cooperator, convinced beyond question e-Jviahliet they do these thinge,
Ind/dater a peaty rotten teleo-

as

that

Phone 611

By G.M.P.

From Philadelphia comes this
clipping, with "Winchell, April
29, 1948" typed on the margin,
and I'm sure it's from J. T.
Bingham, an associate editor qf
The Country Gentlernai.:
*
*
*
"Wanna be a successful colyumist Then follow Ed Howe's
counsel: 'No man may write interestingly and keep within the
bounds of your belief. He must
occasionally go so far as to
pleasantly shock you and cause
you the uncomfortable feeling
that a good man cannot follow
him all the way.
*
*
*
"The writer who -aims to write
nothing ',offensive to tukyotte
presently writes only hymns
and leaflets eaplainin.g the Sunday school lesson; and then only
children read him; and they read
him because they fear they'll be
scolded if they do not. Only interesting writers are actually
read.'
*
*
*
"Ken Hubbard puts it like
this: 'Lem Jones is now in the
pone house after trying to run
a newspeper that'd please evvabody.'" (JEB in Union County
Advocate)
•
Legend has it that the root of
the mandrake plant was used by
God to put Adam to sleep when
He made Eve out of one of
Adam's ribs.

own plans, very likely to be half.
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"God give us menI A time like this demands
Strong minds, great hearts,true faith and
ready hands. "
In these bewildering days, the world has an urgent

Better Instruction Big Need
By Ewing Galloway
As a rule I don't like to look my writings ,in the face when they appear in
print. Reading my own stuff in cold- type
makes me feel I had a chance to do a
good job and muffed it. But a piece I
wrote for the Henderson Sunday Gleaner
recently is an exeection. A reader thought
the essay ought to be given State-wide
circulation, so I'm repeating myself,' as
ip were:
',We've just got to have a new high
school butiding in liendereon, one of the
town's younger eitiverte remarked to me
the other day. He argued convincingly,
entsdissizing the fact that the old build': higrai are unworthy of a City like Benddefile
WWII was wrong, of Course. What the
city needs most is better classroom inetruction,..Enlightened boards of education, able superintendents. first-class
teachers are the first eteentials. I'd say
up-to-date buildings come foulth.
•_ Fine buildings certainly don't necessarily make good schools. Human factors are
tto successful

Prescriptions

and abiding need for men and women with "strong
minds and great hearts."

1 There is a place for you—and a need for you—in a
•

chaotic and budly battered world. As you set out to
find youi niche, retain that lofty purpose and high
resolve which have marked your high school career.
'Success in full measure will greet those who embark
on their every task with "true faith and ready hands."
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50 percent AJtvid
grim, now Al
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Sierswelwe-----'bra gallort-ot-water, —
once bobsled to the Navy, Th
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A Mabry ;
Generally one aPPlication
noon, April 26 ..at 1:39 o'cl&k.
auf- this season between PhileAsigbbit:
plane was, rebuilt by Harold A.
MORE ABOUT DDT '
flees for the season; a second, and Boston: Fifteen of • the
Thirteen members were present,
non in the county Grace, local mechanic and
Although the insecticide DDT two weeks later, to cover the players who started the *oat
own- nine Visitors, the leaders Mrs.
le Day program held er Grace says he will lend the Hopkins and Mrs. Crenshaw,
is not of general value to home new foliage, is not wasted.
were graduates of
gardeners, there are several in•
1 at Eastside Schoel the craft to Schumacher, a li- Home Denulpeirstion Agent
The
Guatemalan quetzal is
at there is quite an M- censed pilot whose evangelical Wilma Vandiver and County
stances in which it may be used
equivalent to the U.S. dollar.
ons members, parents work takes him to Wyoming Agent A. A. Mabry.
to do a job that none of the
ns in 4-H work. With- and Montana as well as Colo- Six sewing projects with corn•
older materials do as well, if at
t of parents and local rado. Grace bought the -plane plete z.vritten records were
all. The insect is the black fleahanded
in, by Bonnie Lowery,
era I am sure there from the government:
beetle, and the vegetables are No More Pencils!. ..
Marleen Lowery, Ella Mae Mast be nearly as much
tomatoes, eggplants and sweetsey, Anna Hill and Eleanor
desire among young Homo
No More Books! . . .
potatoes. Fleabeetle damage is
Creashaw, Unit I; Shirley Hill,
participate in the, many DetroitGrown Products
puncturing t h e foliage with
—
AP — The Detroit Unit III.
'cause scpool is out!
open to them through Tigers
many minute holes so close tothis season kre offering
The program consisted of tour
churches and other ine
gether that the tissue dies and
COME ON KIDS! CELEBRATE
players whei were tither
ons.
the leaves drop off. Without its
born in Detroit or lower Michi- demonstrations given by the
• • •
AT OUR GIANT
members.
leaves a plant cannot function in
gan oc who spent their boyhood
old has been reported
The next meeting will be
manufactu
ring
starches or sugttacking plant beds in there. And -ell-.• nine got their May 24,
ars, as the case may be, if it
county by several far- Mart on Detroit sandlots.
can survive at all
CAVE-1N VIC111M D
RESCU
past few days. Farmers Pitchers Ted Gray, Art
— Crushed
Newly set tomato plants are
betWeen two walls of earth in a drainage ditch in Dear- sometimes
neglected to check on Hmitternan, Hal Newhouser, and Tribal Nursery
destroyed
in 24
Bill Pierce all are native De- Cleveland — AP — Baseball's
born,
t beds in the past day
Mich.,
Eltgyg (iloggels* 29, (arrow) directs rescuers hours, , or it not, they are so
newest innovation, the children's
should keen a close trotters, while Frank Overrnire
comes from Moline, Mich. Short- tasty room instituted by the as they try to free him from cave-in. With only his arms much weakened as not to regain
r signs of this disease
stop
Connie Berry was born in Cleveland Indians so motheor free, he told firemen, policemen and Ford Motor Co. first their vigor for weeks, bearing
still start treatment
Kalamazo
o and Shortstopper can park their children while aid workers how to place planks to buttress the caving late and lightly, too.
a preventive measure.
Eggplants are particular favJohnny
Upon
moved to Detroit watching the ball game, got off walls. lie was freed in an hour
become coppletely inand
taken
to
orites of the lleabeetles, and
Wayne
to
a
roaring
start
from
this
Ohio
season.
as
lad.
a
Johnny Mctwo or three days.
'
Hale, reserve first baseman, was Fifty children between the age County hospital with both legs broken. (AP Wirephoto) many gardeners have been ob• • •
liged to give up growing this
born
in
Detroit, while _Outfield- of two and six were left in the
u know that 39 perdelightful vegetable. It is connursery during the Indians' opoodland In Kentucky is & Ea Idierkroficz was born in
ceivable that much of the blight
ening game. The nursery is free
Wyandotte, a Detroit suburb,
s, amounting to about
of which gardeners complain reand is under the guidance of
acres and that about 31 practices that might be followed
sults from lleabeetle stings.
Miss Elizabeth Fithian, a forNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
the average farm in to improve the quality and value mer
Sweetpotato slips sometimes
school teacher.
All Your Favorite
who
made
up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county-almost
of 82 acres is in of woodland that we now have.
succumb completely from flea40
years
ago
recorded
Cartoon Characters
nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice. Very few 'people real- This is an important crap that
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader beetle onslaught within a few
Colombia ranks
Inn giant
slue and importance of has been given very little• at- South
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- hours of setting, or at best lose
American cc
woods and the many tention in the past.
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
their first leaves and lose the
production of gold.
May 25, 1926. Mrs. Charles mond's Lake last night to at- gardener time and yield.
For lltabeetles on these crops,
Ratliff, Jr., returned from Louis- tend the fourth of July dance.
nothing is more effective than
ville last week in a pretty new
July 8, 1926. Mr. and Mrs. Roy DDT in dust or spray. Ready
sport model Buick car which
Rowland are the proud parents mixed dusts may be obtained
she purchased in that city.
of a fine son, born this morn- In strengths of 3 percent and 5
percent. As the more powerful
June 8, 1926. Mr. and Mrs.
Percentage has caused some setFred Van Arsdel were summonback, but only temporary, it is
ed last week to Champaign, Ill.,
to the bedside of Mrs. Lida A. July 6, 1926. Clifton Hollowell, safer to use only that containing
Scott, Mrs. Van Arsders moth- Leo Walker, S. 0. Catlett, Wil- 3 percent. One pound should
er, but shortly before their ar- liam Pickering, William Larkins
rival, the beloved sufferer pass- and Philip Stevens attended the
ed away. Mrs. Scott has visited Crofton-Madisonville ball game
here and her charming person- at Crofton, Sunday.
ality won for her many friends
and admirers who will sincerely
regret her death.

News From The Past

PRESENTS ITS SPRING PARADE

•
‘4`June. 8, 1926. Luke Powell, of
Springdale, Ark., motored from
his 'home to this city and is a
guest of his mother, Mrs. Mary
Powell.

OF BIG SHOWS .. . . HOLLYWOOD'S HAPPIESTVS!....

June 22, 1926. Miss Minnie
Robertson, of Tarrytown, N. Y.,
who has been the guest of Miss
Aline Yates, will return to
Princeton, Kentucky this morning to visit her sister, Mn. Carl
Sparks, and Mr. Sparks. Miss
Robertson will return to Paducah Thursday to attend the June
Benefit Ball which will be given in the Woman's Club auditorium. Paducah News-Democrat.
June 29, 1922. Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Mason and little *Miss
Dottie Jane Mason are attending
the Chautaqua and are guests
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
MeLin, on Washington street.
June 29, 1922. Miss Ruth
Leitchfield has returned from
Louisville, where she spent two
weeks very pleasantly with her
parents, Rev. and Mrs. A. D.
Leitchfield.
July 2, 1926, Mrs. R. D. Garrett and Miss Katharine left
here several days ago for an extended motor trip through the
eastern states.
July 6, 1926. Mr. and Mrs:
Saul Pogrotsky and Dawson
Nichols motored over to Ham-
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SOPHISTICATED
SUIT DRESSES

PARTY-PRETTY
PASTEL DRESSES
A Wisest of

A favorite from coast to coast

Beauty

sad Ileasatal

this practical and pretty linen.
'weave rayon! Skirts spread to
eompkte circles with quaint eyelet ruffles at the bottom; eyelet
embroidery or appliqued posies
adorn •festive types. Casuals' in
one or two piece styles in pastels or

•rielrdark shades. Juniors`, misses',
ivoinen's sizes. 8.90 and ,10.90.
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eller all over the eotintrY, IS tht• IIVIrilles home to.Marythe certificate of ellaihility esmetirfies peaetically overnight/ borough, averaging five miles an

known as a- "Punner." DOflUlr hour and taking a week for the
issued to a veteran upon his entrance into job-training or tion of a "ruhner" la a dress trip. His steamroller burned up
copies or
school study under the G. I. that sells 100,000
18 bags of coke, two tons of
ION
Bill loses its validity if the vetJust about now you'll .)e tee- wood and a lot of patience.
eran discontinues his training, s some of the season's "run
manf-pitrstoesti. They Ant the
Veterans Administration Branch era" in the shops—dresses that
hodlot Of thrifty showers and
Office offielals in 'Columbus, G., ave been elected by popular fill the bill for the woman who
hoses for styling, practicality,
.
said today.
new dress
"runners" wants to buy just one
, 'The trainee who has (Bacon- f ric and price, Most$25—somefor the summer, to wear to the
under
his training and latet are priced
or
'br.dge club, or , church
desires to resume his studies un- times as low as $15.
luncheon.
ways
al
Manufacturers. don't
der the 0.1. Bill must obtain a
becomes
supplemental certificate of *UM- know just why a dress
It does
When
best-seller,
But
a
WIRY from VA.
Application for the supplemen- there is great rejoicing and factal certificate may be made tories run at full production
turning out enough copies to
through any VA office.
Veterans who lose subsistence, supply the demand.
compensation or pension checks This year you'll be seeing
prints in
sheuld .e0tify ,litimediately the Some pretty, Bettering
appropriate 'Veterans Adminis- the front ranks of "runners." A
basic
tration regional office, VA offi- number are in the same
fabric, a tropical text ured
cials said today.
(ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS AGO)
crepe,
VA said a veteran losing such "spoVen" rayon flat
of
advantage
the
which
has
a check should write a letter
doesn't
giving his full name and ad- coolness, washability and
name
dress, his claim number and the cling on hot days. The
Representing all old-line insurance corn..
that it is partly spun
means
check.
amount
of
the
and
date
woven.
partly
and
should
state
for
which
He also
have
type of benefit the check was • Various manufacturers
printed and
issued and the circamstances used the fabric
ies with assets aggregating billions.
plain, but you'll find the most
surrounding its loss.
it
of
successful
made
dresses
of the
On being notified
common.
check's lose, VA determines first have several points in
if it may have been found and None are extreme in style,
the graceful
returned to the U. S. Treasury. though they are in
Remember, we write fire, life and all .
feminine mood of the season; all
be
re-mailed
the
check
will
If so,
becoming and
are
wearable,
to the veteran. If not, VA will
request the Treasury to stop payment and take necessary steps
allied lines.
to reimburse the veteran.
A veteran who finds his
'heck after reporting its loss
should notify VA and hold the
A policy in this agency means protection and security,
check until he has been advised
HO PKINSV1LLE
by the Treasury that action to
stop payilient has been withdrawn. •
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Mid
are pondering Aid
guided to hit -obientien.
Aped, high altitude flight
Pilots of )ot pignee
Na to condmit maneuvera.
aware at the
Illse simple feet is that fight- lag turns *high speed and of a
irgt tactics must be changed, Both tendency to .mushiness in the
Weed and height inerease the controls at hkgb-altftude.
At 50,000 feet, the air is only
apace required for aircraft turns.
"Dog fighting", which called one-seventh as dense as at sea
for sharp turns, virtually disap- level. This means that tinder simpeared between the two great ilar conditions, an. airplane has
wars as aircraft got heavier and only one-seventh the support at
/aster anti flew higher. It is gone 50,000 feet. The pilot obtains
more lift when at high altitude
completely from the future.
"l'he faster a plane flies and by flying faster or increasing the
the higher it flies, the more it "angle of attack:" that is, pulling
resembles a rocket in regard to up the nose,
.control. Rockets either have pre- Some engineers, /using a theoset control, automatic target- retical 10,000-poUnd fighter with
Neeking controls, or are remotd- 600 miles an' hour speed as a
Sasis for calculating, figured that
a force 21 times the weight of
the plane could be exerted in
flight at sea level, but that only
three times the weight (or three
"G'8") cold be exerted at 50,- MAKING WAY FOR U. N. HEADQUARTEILS — An iron
000 feet.
bail throws its weight around at 43rd street and First
Unofficial estimates of the diference in size of the arc needed Avenue in New York City as it clears site of United Nato . turn range up to 40 times. tions headquarters. Building is last one to come down.
Some estimates are that it re- (AP Wirephoto)
quires only three or four times
as much space at high altitude. ing plane and many .complica- Housing Gets Bird
But everyone agrees that it tions in actual fighting.
Memphis, Tenn, — AP — Even
takes appreciably more.
For example, it will be necesLt. Col. Marion E. Carl, Ma- sary to identify a plane as an though the University of Tendental college
nessee's new
.the Corps flier who holds the
wold speed record at 650 miles enemy, to aim and fi before it building still is under construcpossible
to
with
the
is
see
i
an hour, says flight speeds above
tion, a fa-inile of six is living on
600 miles an hour mean great naked eye. The obvie us answer the third floor "penthouse".
difficulty in hitting an attack- is electronics, or "radar" as it is Workmen had just finished putusually called.
‘_
Head-on attacks, such as were ting in overhead waterpipes
not uncommon during the recent when a robin chose one of the
war, probalbly would be suicide. Pipes as a likely snot for her
In addition to the short time al- nest.
While workmen swarmed over
lowed for decisions, the wider
turning acr would make it next the building, the mama robin
to impossible to avoid hitting an warmed her four blue eggs. She
approaching plane—or the debris wouldn't budge 'when the man Giant Mushroom
Sydney, Australia — AP — A
if bullets caused it to disinte- with an electric drill began to
bore holes in the ceiling three mushroom gathered recently at
grate.
Side attacks also present ser- feet from the nest. Even a pho- Mullengandra (New South
Ashman *Huss
ious problems because the de- ographer and his exploding flash Wales) in the Riverina, that big
21320 Xerst
flection or "lead" would have to bulb couldn't make the robin expanse of Australia sheep counbe greater than is possible with lose her poise. And papa robin try enclosed between the MurFOR
paid no mind to all the cilks ray and Darling Rivers, measurYou'll be amazed at the ease,speed
present sights.
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while he fed the youngsters.
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trunk was four inches thick.
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will
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In Kentuck)
gentle touch. Eficeless, quiat, presurization of the cockpit; the in- meet the threat of the atomic are found in sheep country. The
cision perfect. Available in all popH. E. ROBINE1T, Prop. crease in temperature in the age is to develop super-babies, animals npt only manure the
ular styles of type and carriage
Phone 11141
cockpit due to air friction at high the senior medical officer of the ground in i•which the mushroom
widths.
speed; ejection, seats for throw- London County Council says. spore thrities, but their sharp
ing the pilot clear if necessary
Dr. Letitia Fairfield told the hooves cultivate it.
to abandon the plane, and de- National Baby Welfare Council:
veloping new guns and rockets "The very future of the uniwhich can be used effectively verse depends upon breeding a
Abe for immediate delivery ell
at high speeds.
people so able to control their
makes of portable typewriters:
instincts and to regard the welRemington - Edyal - Underwood
Soil washing and blowing dur- fare of others as well as of
& Smith-Corona
ing the past three centuries have themselves, that they can even
destroyed or severely impover- overcome the menace of the
R. C. Allen Adding Machines All
Makes
ished 282 million American acres atom bomb."
Cash Registers - Calculators and damaged 775 million more
Beekkeeping & Statement
acres.
More than 55 percent of U.S.
Machines
Service Guaranteed
6,096,000 farms in 1940 were less
Call or write
Read Leader Classifieds.
than 50 acres in size.
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See us in regard to retirement contract, •
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It's new!'It's on all our

tall Heusell Shirts

THE PRACTICAL HOME

"Comfort
Contour"
collar
styling!

THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF*,,.

"All the warlirs a siege.
And all the mam and icemen merely players.
They hare their exit*,awl their eatiatieeor
And one =saw la Ids time playeomary parts...."

With your graduation, the curtain drops on one
role of what Shakespeare terms your "strange
eventful history." You have scored a success in that
role, and we extend our most heairtfeIt cotigrahrlations on your exit.

Slopes low for
youthful
appearatuce.

2.Lim flat for day
hog aeataers.

3 Contour cut for

Now you are about to make yoLir entrance in another phase of that drama called "Life." May you

ex trot comfort.

play your part well—may the principles of "good
'acting" which have been inculcated in you throughout the "rehearsals" of your school days serve as a
constant beacon to guide you in fulfillment of your
cherished goal. That is our wish for you, members
of the Class of 1948, on this 'Graduation Day.
Here's "Comfort Contour"--greatest improvement in collar styling
In years! It's a new low-setting collar that looks more youthful—
stays neater—feels better. It's on all Van Heinen Shirts—in every
collar model—along with Van Ileusen's many other quality
featured. Sanforised—a new shirt free if your Van Boum shrinks
- out of else!

1

custc root
Properly used, the superior Bishop Food
W
NCA
PACIIY
Freezer *nobles you to sem $15 to
$30 pa month on perishable food costs Friimid Mel ewes
• . while assuring bountiful teens •mat's empty of
in every season' hot fur On amo
footrOf.
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it col be installed pert
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the, OJOBIMIn are continually beat
a
time. A pump sisen be put
special county- ing assiated include:
Methods of
in and water pined to the kitchhistorical pa. saving time and
labor in howitten; biter, a bathroom added. Fin.
Improved homes keeping', financial
planning, and
ally, water can be provided,it
all part of the making the most
of vittat they

ation program exe 3,500.000 rural
nation. "Home
work is perhaps
most far-reaching,

Kentucky co un ti y
believe.v/44e-r
of
drying equipment will encOurage the growing of ladino clover,
a crop of much merit both for
pasture and hay.
In Graves county, Biggs Roberta has installed home made
barn hay-curing is() u ipm en t.
Other than motor and w h
path; were !Thule (”1 tile farm. A
mixture of rye and vetch was
the fir-1 orop t:urt(I. Then wilt

a's h4irot Como in and too
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Ttif NEW

ROYAL PORTABLE...
with FINGER FORM KEYSI
• designed to cradle your finger-tips!

Howard D. Happy Company
Hopkinsville

follow alfalfa and clovers

L. H. May of Trigg cuunty

butts and other buildings.
have in home-grown foods and
household equipment; h o us e
Home demonstration observplanning; house furnishing; bet- ance Is taking a variety
of forms
ter kitchen arrangement, and In the states. In
Wisconsin, local
water systems,
histOry is being put into skits,
pageants. Special home demonstration booklets are being published by Delaware and Louisiana. Good neighbca- ideas are
featured in New Mexico. Foreign war brides are invited to
tell of the homes In their native lands and some counties
are collecting clothing and money to send to needy countries.
A county "International Fiesta" QUESTIONED IN MATHER'S SLAYING—Frances Koris a feature of the Idaho obser- belik (right), 16, is embraced by her mother Mrs. Frances
vance, as well as sermons in
Korbelik, in Wheaton, Ill., after the girl was questioned,
local churches, and garden and
by police in connection with the slaying of her father,
housing tours.
_William
Korbelik, whose body was found the day before
Wyoming State Home Demonbeneath a.woodpile in basement of his own home. Korstration Council is sponsoring a
"Let's Get Acquainted" letter- belik, 42, president of the United Steelworkers
Union,
writing contest. About 100 Con- Local 3330, had been missing
since January 10. (AP
necticut women ere planning to
Wirephoto)
visit the United Nations at Lake
Success. The negro women of
Delaware are planning a bus
tour to Washington, D. C. the
women of Pueblo tounty, Colo.,
are chartering a bus for Denver to "get a better understanding of their state government
and capital."
Suffered Distress From
every meal. My appetite was

Dead Stock
WANTED

Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
dead stock promptly, free of charge

has put in a commercial barn
hay-curing outfit. He uses a
field chopper and blower at the
barn for harvesting and storing hay from 50 acres of alfalfa.

FOR COMPLETE INSVIANCE SERVICE

Wm. M. YOUNG

CALL

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
Ill W. Market fit.

Thaw Si

Frodomis, Ky.
•
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sanitary trucks which tire disinrfected
e pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

entucky Rendering Works
898

FORMER COAL MINER
SAYS RETONGA BEST

Princeton, Ky.

We pay all phone chargei.

WALL PAPER,
5e to 0;2.2
PER ROLL
Over 800 Different Patterns
In Stock for hnonechate Delivery

CORNETTIPS
AGE

GIFTS
Hopkinsville

WRIST WATCHES

Sour Stomach, Toxic
Waste, Poor Appetite.
"Within One Week After
..Taking Retonga I Found
Relief," Says Lee Jones

used harsh laxatives most of
"During the past 20 years I the time.
have used a lot of different
"Within
one week after I
medicines,
but
Retonga
has started taking Retonga I found
4o-be the- best fm ate by wondeffi
rrielief from gas pains
far," gladly states
Mr. Lee in my stomach
and headaches.
Jones, respected
citizen
and I sleep like a top, eat any kind
home owner of 325 Lafayette of
food without worry about
St., Beaven Dam, Ky. A mem- sour
r stomach,
u
and no longer take
ber of the Methodist Church, harsh
laxatives. Retonga prov‘nd coal miner for 30 years, Mr. ed
to be the uest medicine I
Jones continues:
"For several years I suffered
RetorTga
intended to relieve
from my food not properly didistress due to insufficient flow
gestint and I resorted to home of
digestive juices in the storemedies for relief, but a cou- mach,
lose of appetite, borderple of years ago I began to realline Vitamin B-1 deficiency, and
ly suffer from sour stomach anti constipation. If the
first bottle
horrible
gas pains. And
al- fails to give you gratifying rethough I was careful what I lief,
your money will be reate, I would still suffer that funded.
You can get Retonga at
awful full feeling after nearly Dawson'
s Drug Store.
Egyptian ships of about 1,250
B. C. were strengthened on the

lant 10-wit
ham
Confidence

downright poor and I was subject to killing headaches because
of toxic waste, even though I

Electricity Calls
For Home Equipment

SS.S511\193

actually make some of their records When the "breaks" are
st them.
So plant, with confidence
. , Funk's "G" Hybrids.

We wish you courage, hope,
joy, succesa--asid godspeosil

MORGAN'S
•

LOOK

New heavy-duty Chevrolet 4-speed
Synchro-Mesh Truck Troreralsslone
and Sunned Axle Nub Coomptilon
• New Advance-D*69n Geonkift
Control and foM-Oporated Forking Broke in 3wpswd Iratowbolon
models • kooreved Valv•-lis-Bood
Engine • Exclusively designed
Orates.

at America's
Leading Trucks—

CHEVROLET
Advance-Design

from headlight to toil light, new
Chevroiet Advance-Nolen Snacks
bring you the future's sensandines1
oppearanasIn *very feature of
body, cob, fenders and hoodl

TRUCKS

nder good conditions or bad, your Funk's "0" Hybrid will produce
nd better corn for you. Under good condition, Funk's "G" makes
st of the favorable factors i prodt:ce record yields.
you have unfavorable season, weather-proofed "G" Hybrids ,are
•rotection for you. "Bred to beat the elements", these famous

girl graduates,a year filled
with marvels,full of opportunities,
and
full of problems. You who
are being graduated now must acrept the challenge of the times.
boy and

Princeton Furniture & Undertaking Co.

outside by a set of ropes called
• With the installation of rural
"girdles" which helped keep the
electrification in Toad county,
vessels water-tight and added homemak
ers are buying equipstrength to withstand the pound- ment to make their work easier
and homes more pleasant. Home
ing of the sea.
Agent Sarah Patterson Mason
Rope
making
was one
of
America's earliest industries. A relates that during the past seven months the following electric
man
in Boston
produced it
!commercially as early as 1630. appliances have been bought: 10
stoves, seven washing machines,
five water heaters five deep
Don't Forgot
freezers, five
OUR
AUTO AUC'rION SALE
refrigerators, a
dish washer, heating unit, stokEvery Saturday Beginning at 10:30
er and two electric brooders. In
Rain or Shine
addition, 24 small electric ap112.00 If They Don't Sell
pliances, such as beaters and
$10.00 If They Do Sell
irons, have been purchased.
Anybody can Sell
Miss Mason notes that the use
- • - Anybody Can Buy of gas in Todd county homes
is
MAIN ST. CAR EXCHANGE
also on the increase, seven memAND AUCTION CO.
bers of the Zion Homemakers
Mopkinovilks, Kentucky
Club using it for heating.

FUNK'S "G" 94
FUNK'S "G"80
FUNK'S "G" 711

THIS _IS 1948

Today, American business that
looks ahead looks to the leader's..
line of Advance-Deign trucks for

WIIERLAS: You, the sneusbers
of tbs'Class of 1948,bare attained
a major Nakao's* in your cantors.
- NOW,THEREFORE: Irsf the
~mbar: of ibis cossreassity, joke

LOOK
at the
Cab.,.

higher standards of value on the
job. Today, Chevrolet trucks bring
• • you the features of tomorrow—
Advance-Design features—at the
lowest prices in the volume fleldi
Look ahead and look at them now
—on display in our showroom. '

in aschtsuling congratulations aged
bast trisbas for the Isobars..
S..

OBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.R.,,
„Denham s Jewelry Store

Only Advaece-DesIgn truth hawk
Ihe famous tea nat "Ilatatheor.
kesit dean, cool air Is drawn In
and mod air farm, evil AO I.
heated I,, cold weather. The Ceb hi
Floril-Mounfvf, assNoned on rubber,
.5th e fully-ediusfold• mot and allmond Mdbillify with roar corner
Windows.°
Onty Owrorolet offers you Se fewest
prima ki Ihe referee Seidl Ken sr*
tracks with eassporefisks stselps•amst
sad soselfkatiest• *et Id for law
Mom stkorsolifir• maket—trotes
sada so am& an $IN.

•Fredi air %Mkt ewe we*
Mb,'view owl rear raw
oinkers apaiweleiorb,MO.

Stevens Chevrolet'Company
Princeton, Ky

•

ID thank
dire. Balk
-meg* idid
kindnesses to*
moent death.

,i1t4111 to

thank Dr.
ISie kind attention
Years, the Rev,
and Morgans
family of Mrs. Bathe

oho; efts, tkite•
Rlay Wigtinton filled his Mr. and Mrs. i§oldoi
CirehNo.2o(th.W,$1 st raft and Lave *Ai several
'
4111144
01, hftwtol 440ei- eppeintnient at the Clay Alton, UI., spent the -Weekend the 'iMplisV chttrell will war at
*Wm. vest iiiinarbil; mod thent101494. together to loot
0
church
Presbyterian
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. the hOttie of Mrs. HUMOR YOH 011
Mid
dren and theaktreat grandest11- a Dotted paftneaship, herebY
Coy /doers.
Morning and night.
Thursday afternoon for their dreti,
execute and publish the follow.,
6 '1Ar• soul Mrs. Everett Lobb Mr. and Mrs Cecil Brasher and regular meeting.
Iv statement, to-wit.
etunted from CoultervIlle, ilL son, Dennis,reisited her parents, Ur. and Mrs. Hampton Corner
The names and address of the
Knaday morning after spending Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Wring in and sons, Phillip and John W.,
Funeral services for Mrs. Mat- partners are: Ralph Randolph,
Morgantield, spent he weeken
the week there with her sister, Marion, Saturday night.
general partner, Princeton, KenMrs. 4111. Smith and Mr. Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashby were with Mr. and Mrs. Arne Vinson. ti. Foster, 79, who died last
tucky; Urey B. Chambers, speThey were called there by the in Carbondale, Ill., over the Mr. and Mrs. Jim Blackburn Saturday, were held Sunday afcial partner, Princeton, Kenserious Illness of Mrs. Smith. who weekend, having been •caned aId childign, Gary and Linda, ternoon at 1:30 o'clock at the
tucky; Willard Moore, special
home
of
her
daughter,
licrs.
Robettes.
some
the
there
be
by
death of a relative. wire Sunday dinner guests oi
g Is reported to
partner, Princeton, Kentucky.
Young,
Rudolph
Rev.
Lane
bert
Vinson
Arlie
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Blackburn Mr. and Mrs, Dave Perkins and
air. and Mrs.
The name of the firm is:
conducting.
Burial
in
Wyles
was
and children spent Sunday with and Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins Mrs, Allie Bugg.
Randolph Motors, and the nawere ,in Paducah, Sunday after- Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brown Cemetery.
his another in Princeton.
of the business shall be the
)h. and Mrs. Marshall Rush- noon.
and daughter, Doris, visited Mrs. Mrs. Foster is survived by two ture
operation of a garage and aittotag and Mrs. Ethel Barnett, Ev- Mr. Jack bickard, Louisville, Sarah Cruce in Crayne and Mrs. daughters, Mrs. Vernon Ross and
mobile sales agency for the sale
4flPvIfle, Mr. and Mrs. SheelY was a visitor in the home of Mr. Laura Brown in Marion,,,,Sun- Mrs. Robert Young and a son,
automobiles and related proof
Spangler,
Jesse
She
was
a
memMother's
spent
and
Mrs.
Sturgis,
Ray
Blackburn
day.
for
a
llothintt,
and for the repair and
short time Sunday malting.
!119ay with Mrs. Lee Burklow.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Tay- ber of the Primitive Baptist ducts
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Loyd, lor, Bowling Green, spent the Church, Ceruleggi..Ind passed maintenance of motor vehicles
Kiss Ida Belle Turley, Evans-re-Fre her 80th
;Pine, spent the weekend with Rosiclare, Ill., were in town weekend with her parents, Mr. away a few days
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sunda' afternoon and visited and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett. Mrs. birthday.
with Miss Imogene Wigginton. Taylor will remain for a few
Turley.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

days' visit.
Miss Georgia Boaz returned
home Sunday after a visit with
friends in Kuttawa.
Rev. Donald Deane is visiting
his parents for a few days this
week in St. Louis, hin.

CANVAS
AWNINGS
tailored to
your specific minima*.
_ _your personal
selection from largo dielkelradelfd Patterns
...surprisingly low pimp

AWNINGS...

MORGAN'S
Princeton Furniture & Undertaking Co.
Phone 32
illururimmut

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Burklew
and sons, Donnie and Steven,
Princeton, were Sunday dinner
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Cox and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold H. Cox, of
Benton, were weekend visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Gillihan.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ray spent
Sunday as guest of their daughter, Mrs. Mary Hewlett in
Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Thompson
and children, Indianapolis, Ind.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Chester Patton
and children, Evansville, spent
the •weekend with Mrs. Ruth
Dunning and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray, Evansville, spent the weekend
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
R. P. Ray.

Hog Prices Steady On
P'ton Livestock Market
The Princeton Livestock Market was fully steady Monday
with last week, "Ethad LaeeY,
manager, reported. Hogs towed
,at $20.50, no change; No. 1 weals,
$28, down $2; medium (plant,
butcher cattle $26, up $2, and
.baby beeves $28, no change.
Milk cows seld for $94 to $168
a head and best spring larnibs
at $27. Total head sold on the
w 1063.

Mrs. Mary Hardy

Mrs. Mary Eliza Hardy, 88- Flying ants may be termites—
year-old Trigg County native, possibly in your home. A FREE
died here Sunday, May 9. Mrs. TERMINTX INSPECTION will
Hardy had lived in Princeton the give you accurate information
ast three years, suffering from on the extent of termite dam11 health and spending most of age in your property. Don't dethe time in the hospital. Burial lay, call today!
STEGER LUMBER CO.
was held Tuesday afternoon in
Phone 517-.1
Averitt Cemetery of the galeAuthorized Itiors•rfteali.1 of
dor i.saection, a'rigg county.
Termiai:
Corp,

Ohio Vatter

In baking apples fill each
cavity with a tablespoon of sugar mixed with a little cinnamon; add a teaspoon of butter
or fortified margarine.

... the way any proud parent does. And we see to it that
our service is one of the extra satisfactions of owning a
beautiful Chrysler. We train good men to put as much

t
AP etilimrtisial

Mee'

TERMENIX

pride and craftsmanship into servicing your car as the
builders put into building it. We use only genuine replacement parts, factory-engineered and tested, and identified
by the trade name MaPecf. After all, as we see It, it's our
business to keep your Chrysler as sweet-running. exciting
and wonderful as on the day you bought it.

Hodge Motor .Sales & Implement Co.
As Close As Your Phone -- Call 87
"Chryshii-Plymoath service that match**
Chrysler-Plymouth conginaena' g"

Financial success comes to families with Aare,
sight--who do away with rant-aniying and change
to home ownership. Our mortgage loan plan is

worked out specially to fit your income. Get
prompt, helpful service and sound advice at this
local institution.
„rJ

We Make Home Leans To Buy, Build

Or Repair'

U. S. No. 1,
Bushel,
Maxwell House, reg. or drip
COFFEE
1 lb: can
DEL MONTE, reg. or drip

54¢

COFFEE

47¢

1 lb can

GENUINE COUNTRY
SORGHUM

3 lbs. 10¢
$1.00
CHASE & SANBORN

COFFEE

Princeton Federal Savings & Loan Assoc.
"Specialists in Horse Financing"

1. lb. can

FOLGER'S, reg or drip

COFFEE

1 lb. can

STOKELY, whole unpeeled

PURE CANE, GODCHAUX
SUGAR
10 lbs.
SARATOGA
Pork & Beans
16 or. can

APRICOTS

SCOTT COUNTY

75¢

KELLOGG

CORN FLAKES 8 or. pkg.

13¢

29 or. can

SCOTT COUNTY

Tomato Catsup

14 or. bot. 15¢

OATS

HUNTS

OUR FAVORITE
15 or. can

221
/
2¢

GOLDEN VELVA

SYRUP

CHEWING GUM
FISHER CHEESE

89¢
10¢

reg. large pkg.

EVERY PART
OF THE SURFACE FOR

APPLE SAUCE

19 oz. can

32¢

We are pleased to announce the re-opening of Kentucky Inn

Tuesday, May 18th. -Virgil and Mary Griffin, formerly in business in Princeton, will be
the new managers
Mr. Clarence Granstaff, chef.

10¢

3 pkgs.

Chile,Con Came

10¢

GOLD CRAFT

2 lbs.

99¢

You can't help but keep

Peanut Butter

16 or. jar

28¢

TEXSUN

SCHOOL DAY, extra standard

HILLCREST

TOMATOES

19 oz. con

large size box

CAMAY,

14¢

PEAS

30¢

OXYDOL

19 or. Can

13¢

large size

34¢

2 for

21¢

SWAN, reg size

reg. size
2 for 19¢
Cigarettes, popular brands, carton
Ind. $1,65, KY. $1.55 tax inc.

SOAP

NQIETHERN; Mielee

SOAP
LOVING CUP

BREAD

•
1 lb. loaf

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABUS
hand picked
MICHIGAN COBBLER
5 lbs.
75,%, POTATOES
' 10 lb. bag

120

39¢

TEXAS, assullens

bunch

7Y2¢

We will serve the same delicious food as
before and in addition

11 or. can 19¢

Grapefruit Juice 3 19 oz. cans 25(t
Beautiful 32 piece set of Dishes '
CRYSTAL PEARL, bulk, distilled
for only $2.49
VINEGAR
gal.
21¢
with every $5.00 purchase

RADISHES

Announcement

QUAKER

4.5¢

AMERICAN

BEANS

Phone 48

LIBBY'S

5 lb. bucket

4DPEFT

Henrietta Hotel Bldg.

55¢

Vegetable Soup 28 oz. can 21¢
Rice Krispies 51
/
2 or. pkg. 14¢

Pride of Fairfield, white cream style
CORN
19 oz. can
15¢

Fruit Cocktail

53¢

GRAPEFRUIT

lb.
5¢
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON,Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro,Ky., Week Days"------/
" ..

a IkCormick - Deering
Milker pail spotlessly •
clean. Every pert of the
surfacethatntilktouches
I. readily mita for quick cleaning.
Besides, the completely stainless steel construction makes
rusting impossible. Just take a look at this modern machine
and you'll agree that the essy-to-clean McCormick-Deering
helps produce more profitable milk.
And the 9-inch pail opening..
how can that mean better milk for
you? Because it simplifies your cleaning job, thus keeping bacteria at a
minimum, and speeds up drying.
There's a good way to prove than
acts.Stop in and look over this great
tanker or. better yet, arrange foe a
demonstration.Find outfor yourself
fast how the McCormkk - Deering
Milker turns out chimer, healthier
milk.

a complete line of sandwiches and Pit Bar-B-Q. We will cater to
special parties of all kinds in our private dining rows.

KENTUCKY INN
1 Mile South Princeton, Ky.
U. S. Highway SE
Open

Curb

Noon till Midnight

Service

Phone 9119 For Reservations

PAcCORMICK-DEERING
11111„RERS—CREAM SEPARATORS

d Front Stores
66;

•••••1

&imitate'delegates to the Nat its half-day session with adopt- . Celery may he cooked

Mrs. Wiltiom'Young
Hostess to WMS

Dorothy Ann
And Sower
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th Patti*
and horses
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ing courses.
cis' rhythm
living
other
and giving.
_berth 491,0 Keith

s Attend
Miss Liza

red and twenty
iss Eliza Nall, rer at Eastside, were
a tea given in her
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o'clock by the City

mai Dentacratk convention ing this resolution by 'mania, served in different Wier's: combine it with cubed cooked carwere also askod in the reeellu- snout. yote.
The Missionary Society of the
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of
to support
with toasted almond
Fredonia met lest ThUredist ;af- ,liustaands Tuesday to Paducah, or any nominee, unless the civil the tip of a tablespoon In mak,
to the annual meeting of the
or add it to creamed cooked
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the Southwestern Kentucky Medi- rights pcograin was repudieted, ing griddlecakes, the cakes will
Davis
onions
Phone 50
The convention here adjourned have a better shape.
home of Mn. W. M. Young. cal Association.
• • •
the deread
Young
Dora
Mks
smimsonammiimg
Board of Education and faculty Former cla,,n,ate$ of KW
Mrs. Jonathan Rigdon has revotional, from John I, and Miss
to her home in Axichormembers cif Eati43de and Butler
attendmg the tea were Imogene Wiggin ton was lead' turned
agt after a week-end visit to
Schools at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Otie Wood, Mrs. Lena Mor- er. Topic of discussion was "Cul- her sister, Mrs. C M. Wo,id,
n pitInsv i I le street.
Mr, Qharles Curry, 201 Eagle gan, and Mrs, Hattie Liaanby. tivating Neighborliness".
• • •
durwere
served
Refreshments
street.
by
Special music was provided
father,
ing the social hour to Mesdames Mrs. C. M. Wood andreturned
Members of the receiving line Rev. Tam W. Collins, who sang
Mr. A. A, Smith, have
Grace Loyd, Florence Parr, Ce- from a visit to southern Indiwere Mrs. Charles Curry, Miss "The Lost Cord"; Joann Picker- cil Brasher, J. R. Rory, Ivan H.
ana.
.Y
Eliza and her sister, Miss Sula ing, who played a flute solo, Bennett, Sam Hcrwerton and
Nall, Mr. L. C. Taylor, superin- and Bob hkConnell, who played Misses Dora Young and Imogene
Mrs. Charles a "fete" Russell,
Poplar Bluff, Mo., is visiting
tendent, and Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. a cornet solo.
Wigginton.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. BenRuby
Thompson
and prinThe May meeting will be held son Parrent, Beverly Lane.
Come see„fur Super Towel Show today
cipals, C.
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at the home or Mrs. Cecil
• • •
Russell Goodaker, Teechers"took ridge Club
Mesdames Harney Jones and
Mrs. Stanley Sharp was hostees 'Brasher.
Will Loftus were visitors in Paturn about Presiding at the
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Club
the
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Night
Friday
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Sunday afternoon.
net bowl and in bestowing
—white background with all-color stripes
• _a. •
many lovely gifts ieceived by at her home on North Jefferson
Mrs. W. L. Granstaff returned
the honoree. Mrs. Frank Craig street Thursday night, May 6.
home Tuesday from Illinois
and MIX Panielia Gordon Pre- Members presept were MesCentral Hospital, Paducah, foldames \Hillery Barnett, Jimmy
lowing treatment.
sided at the register.
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Eugene
The house was decorated with Landis, Hewlett Morgan, Billy Mr. and Mrs. Herman
fibirs. Floyd Scott was a visitor
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Fredonia.
the
summer
in
2,
May
•
•
•
don Glenn, C. H. Jaggers and
• • •
Billy McCaslin.
Mrs. John Harmle and daughFieldcrest Towels $1.15 values98e each
Mr. and Mrs. Morrell Haydost
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan won high
a, visit
h
e
'
of
ek
birth
ea
e
B
w
the
on
Route
rd
a
2,
fr
t
Boyd,
y'sroa
da
gg
un
e
S
P
rt
:f
t
l
score prize for the club and Mrs.
Jerry to Mrs. Harpole's brother. Mr. R.
James McCaslin won second a son. Ile has -been named
9e each
S. Gregory, and Mrs. Gregory,
Wash Cloths
prize. Mrs. C. H. Jaggers won Wayne.
Hopkinsville street. Miss Her• • •
pole is a professional model for
the visitor's prize.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jeffer- several advertising agencies.
Refreshments o f strawberry
• • •
son Adams, Cave street, on the
shortcake and coffee were served
Stock up on your towels today
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Kortrecht,
birth of a son, Larry Dale, May
hy the hostess.
Louisville, spent last week-end
6.
with friends and relatives here:
• • •
At these prices you can buy a dozen.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Olen Louard
Gregory Shows Film To
Gregory,
"Dickie"
Richard
Stallins, Claxton, on the birth student
Vanderbilt University.
Rose And Ga.-den Club of
a daughter, may 1, She has Nashville, Tenn.. spent last
The Rose. and Garden Club
his parents. Mr.
Ann.
with
Betty
teen
named
week-end
met Thursday, May 6, in the
• • •
and Mrs. R. S. Gregory, Hopbasement of the George Coon Mr. and Mrs. Louard McGre- kinsville street
• • •
Library.
gor, Princeton, on the birth of
Mrs. Huugh Cherry returned
Each member was requested a son, John Wayne, May 9.
home Wednesday form a visit
to bring a flower specimen in
since Sunday with her sister,
a milk bottle. The:se were disSenate Passes Seniority
Mrs. W. I. Wiman, and Mr. WIcussed, and a monthly blue rib- BiU For Rural Carriers
man, in Louisville.
bon prize suggested, with the
Washington — AP — The
• * •
club meenber having the most Senate has passed and sent to
Hugh Cherry.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
end
monthly ribbons at the
the White House a seniority bill r., Owensboro, spent last weekthe year, receiving an award. for rural mail carriers. It gt
with relatives here.
Committees were instructed vides among other things, that end
and the nucleus of a garden li- promotions shall be based pribrary begun with books contrib- marily on seniority, and thet Dixie States Rights
uted by members. It was also new routes or vacancies shall tae Demos Fight Truman
decided 'to establish a shelf in awarded to applicants on a sen- Jackson, Miss. AP — Dixie
the public library to be readily iority basis. New carriers would States' Rights Democrats Monaccessible to the public.
automatically be assigned to the day voted to call a conference in
Mr. R. S. Gregory showed less desirable routes.
Birminghatn, Ala., in July to
moving pictures of a one-year
take "all necessary and approgarden, with comments and sugChildren like cocoa when a priate actions" if the National
gestions, and also names of var- marshmallow is floated on each party convention approves the when you can buy fine, nationally advertised Star Brand, Rand and Poll
ious varieties of roses and other cup.
civil rights program.
Parrot shoes at reasonable prices. We have them to fit every member of
flowers were shown.
held
your family.
be
will
The next meeting
June 3 at the library.
t

TOWEL SHOW!

The Leader
C Igratulates

29c each

p

each

Fit1DAY and SATUR

I

i

•sed,spodedrsays in black
te or brown
hit.... also
mid -hi heel.
avenue-heel
with spaded
.in brown and
block and
or blue and
white.

Why Gamble On Quality?

look Party

see' is
ANIUR

ceton Shoe Store

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Bugg, Fredonia, entertained with four
tables of Rook Saturday night.
Playing were Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Beck. Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Litchfield, Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Paris, Mr. and Mrs. Euclid
Querterrnous, Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Carner and Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Bugg.

Trim Treads

and Children's
black
Patent Sandals

Misses

in brown and white Spectators — Fine leathers

Platiorm
Wedges

snuggle the heel — caresses your metatarsal —
cushions the arch.

Soft brown or white
leathers for comfort.

2 to'3
9 to 12 & 121/

$5.90 to $8.95

$4.98

$2.79 to $4.49

Heavy leather soles for
service

F'latFrom Sandal
Black pt.t. or whit dress scncicl in
Poll Parrott or Star Brand
$4.95 to $4.98

in red or green
Suede oaktan,ned leather soles.
.
'
$3.49

GRADUATES OF 1948, TAKE A LETTER
. . A LETTER RECOMMENDING YOU TO MR.
AND MRS. AMERICA. ANYWHERE, U. S. A.
Dear Friends:
The hearers of this letter have everything you
need. They have youth (that's energy.mixed with a

idealism). They have knowledge (that's leatni4,
plus good judgment). They have a firm belief in the

rightness of their own destiny, and Owe ambition to
carry out that destiny well. Let them help you. You'N

never regret It.

Men's Star Brand

Work Shoes
Medium weight—full grain retan

Nothing was ever more yummy than the
1044embroidery on grandmother's
camisole, So Doris Dodson borrowed it for
you .. for dresses sweet as cookies,
dosed for today!

SULA and ELIZA NALL

leather
Quality at low- prioe--$3.98

Star Brand
Seamless back—Free mold work
shoes moulded to fit natural heel
shape—Months of wear in this
5 00
fine shoe.

alle 1. Seim neat Owner

.IeWt
*map Wr)
— The KentzteitY
took
„LION more then a gallop. Ms as
!It**
4PhigorY tor Citation. It we Prisitaimi at NM**
aggessnent betwaan tether add ,Behnont est Awe
SOIL
inerey.
people teem to realize Two months befOre
the 181*that Horace A. (Jimmy) Jones by, Z 0, Stine,
Loa Angeles
ift /*My the unsung hero of the plumbing contractor,
offered
8250,000 for Citation. That was
Jiminy is the yQfig Man who the amount won last
year by
trained Citation just prior to Stice's On Trust.
Warren
the bay colt's $83,400 jackpot ol Calumet Fenn naturallyWright
turnvictory at Churchill Downs. ed thumbs down
on the offer.
Jimmy has charge of the main Today Wright, a
Chicago milWiz* of horses in the Calumet lionaire, wouldn't
part with Ci?arm barn.
tation for a million. Citation
He trained the son of Bull Lea may make him more
famous
for his first 13 wins, including than Whirlaway did,
and !Or anvictories in the Belmont and other thing, Citation,
no matter
Pitnlice Futurities last fall and how he fares
from now on, may
for the Chesapeake Stakes at bring in a bundle
of money in
}have de Grace two weeks be- breeding fees.
fore the Run for the Roses.
Right. now .1,.he rich colored hay
However, in order that his stands 14th
among the leading
father, Ben A. Jones, might get money winners
of the turf. If he
credit for training his fourth takes the
Preakneas and BelDerby winner, young Jimmy mont he'll
be among the top
gtePPed down on Derby day. Ben
five. He has won $331,830
in 17 BEAT HOUSING SHORTAGE
saddled the horse. But in the races, 15
Mr. and Mrs. Sparrow
of which he won. He
colt's early training as a 2-year- was
second in his two defeats and their four youngsters are living in.an air-conditioned
old and his four victories at Hia- and
wellteated neat in a traffic signal in Glendale, Calif.
had a good excuse in each.

PROTECT
your

TOMORROW

P141"iit:1414.4494-8:e
• fron
he ieit
:::°
1;..
eovered
winecrnii
over night son

he sterilized
1ed jars
,t
city to Breathitt county, borne- the valtie of small amounts of
iakers there are wiring kero- boron arid potash on alfalfa.
sene lamps
"<
Arthur White of Rowan'
((Ainy kas bought a 2,4-D spraying
outfit and plans to do custom
-praying.
A total of 40 bred gilts was
old for an average of $170 at
he Hampshire Swine AstoriaIan sale in Henderson......
Twenty-five farmers in Gallatin county cooperatiVely orered small home-orchard asortments, including apple and
peach trees, grape vines and
-trawberry plants.
Conley Pierson of Owsley
county estimates he will get at
least $20 of feed an acre in Pas-

Today!

Three Rivers National Farm Loan Asso.

We Thank
You....

Summer Silage Helps

The many friends and customers who attended the formal
opening of our Firestone Store and D-X Service Station Friday
night and Saturday.
We pre indeed grateful for the splendid patronage you have
given us and extend a most cordial invitation to each and everyone to return soon and often.

A Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics
leaflet
dealing with feeding
dairy cows notes that some dairymen make silage out of surplus grass in the spring or the
first crop of alfalfa. Then they
feed this silage in late summer
when pasture is short. In this
way they have a uniform and
dependable supply of feed, and
also more uniforrn milk production.

to you 1948 graduates. We are a total failure
when it comes to thinking up good advice for this

great occasion, but we did collect a few good old
bromides, viz.: "Hew to the line." "Shoulder to
the wheel." "Nate to the grindstone." "Feet on
the ground." "Eyes on $ star."
If you will follow all of those you'll we :seems without our advice. Asyway, all we waisted
So do mu to coagratulate you awd to wish you a
fedi sad happy life.

TAKE A BOW!
Stand

up, Graduates of
1948, and take a bow! We're

all clapping for you, cheering end whistling! You've
done it, and we're mighty
proud of all of you. Need we
say that we wish you all the
luck in the world?

MARK
CUNNINGHAM

0110.10.1.1.11MMIWIMIONNIOMMINMISPIMIRIVI

•

00041

Robinson Implement Co.
Hopkinsville Rd.

Phone 127-J

WE Don't MAKE.
A CENT!
1111111111111111.111WW

We Never Have Made A Cent!
We made less than one-half cent on a quart of milk,
Impartial surveys repeatedly confirm this fact.

Read Leader Classifieds.

We are deeply appreciative of the many beautiful floral
displays sent to us by the business firms of the city.
To those who were unable to attend our official opening . ..
we extend an in;vitation to visit us in our new, modern building
on the North East corner of Court Square.

........

We Have a Confession to Make

1,200 To Attend
Annual 4-H Week

The following radio programs
heard daily over WHAS at 12:45
p.m., are announced from the
College of Agriculture a n d
About 1,000 boys and girls
Home Economics, University of and
200 club leaders and counIn recent weeks interest rate's on borrowed monKentucky: May 17, Dr. Thomas
ty and, home deznonstration
ey have increased. Will this trend continue into
Ludwick, "Interesting Things
1950.. . 1960?
About the Artificial Breeding agents will attend the 25th anNo one can definitely predict. But...regardless
Program"; May 18, Prof. .1. B. nual 4-If Week at the Univerof how high future rates may go, you would pay
Kelly, "Hay-Making Methods" sity of Kentucky June 8-12. Evonly 4 percent on any Federal Land Bank Loan
May 19, Robert H. Ford, "Farm cry county in the State will be
you make TODAY!
Neivicast"; May 20, Prof. J. B represented. .
Are you fully protected against an increase in
Kelly, "Suggestion on Use of Demonstrations in improved
rate on your present loan? If not, refinance it
Combine", and May 21, Robert farm and home practices will
now with a long term, amortized Federal Land
H. Ford, "Questions from Farm feature the week's program.
Bank Loan. You'll have protection from higher
People." On May 22, at 12:15 Taking part will be 13 district
interest from year to year. And, you'll have the
p.m., Miss Ida C. Hagman will champion farm practice teams,
right to pay off any amount at any time, without
discuss "Time Saving Tricks i 13 district champion home dempenalty.
Dishwashing."
onstration teams, and 28 indiA Federal Land Bank Loan made now, means
vidual champions. Alss. about
the difference between security and anxiety.
Citation has run on seven dit 30 county teams
will demonferent tracks and has won a strate water manageme
nt pracleast once over each: -Be ha ti
with three differe
scored
These champion teams and injockeys—the late Al Snyder dividuals
will be selected from
J. D. ALEXANDER, Secy, and Treas.
under
Dodson,
who
now is
Doug
about 400 teams and as many
contract to Maine Chance Farm individual trained
s
in the State
Phona`30
and Eddie Arcaro. Arcaro is fre in 4-H club work.
Princeton, Ky.
lancing this year and will ride
Girls attending the
week
t:
••
i• • re
I
I
will receive instruction in food
KINOWINSIMINIMIMIONIUMISION11.1•1111.1.110iW.111011.14111111
11110111.11110.111.110110•11ummumurponlmno
preparation, clothing making,
room improvement and other
phases; of homemaking. Boys
will see and hear about the
Experiment Station's herds and
flocks, crops and equipment;
and judge livestock.
This week, which will be between the regular and summer
sessions .of the University." will
be set aside especially for instruction and entertainment of
4-H boys and girls.

imia
lrent
lend
mold
storefoirnmaionl
ol, dry

1111.1111111.011/11.ry11111.111.1.14101P#0111411111*MMIIMMIIIII

The little family occupies the "GO" section of the signal
and the kiddies peep out now and Alen to view the exotic
green light that flashes on annff every 30 seconds. The
sparrows have the housing situation whipped. The green
light furnishes the heat, the signal arm whips up a
zephyr regularly and the City of Glendale furnishes the
rent. (AP Wirephoto)

College Radio Schedule

bolhattekth
I5e,ntth:r
o:
:
2 muinrillocIte;

During 1947 only two cents out of every dollar you
paid for milk was left for profit.
It is obvious that if this small profit were entirely
eliminated, milk prices would have to remain
the same.

-04

•

....*ZP

NUNN:
BETTER

'Firestone
Tires — Accessories — Sporting Goods

DaiX Products

Fresh milk at less than 10/
1
4 cents a pound gives you more nourish
ment for fewer pennies than
any other food.
Get more food value for your money. . . . Take
advantage of nature's best low-cost food. . •
keep your home refrigerator well stocked. . . always.

POULTRY FEED

• for saw mars
•for °Roy's,* now
• for WINO HUNS

Lubrication — Wash — Polish
"Complete Service and Accessories lot Your Car"

,41

Be Sure It's Pasteurized!

VIED
NUNN-BETTER
At lie Tates
a. 4
for

4

4

amass

DUNN & OLIVER
S. W. Dunn ,

POULTRII PROFITS

R. M. Oliver
isumwaffiva Al Illta%

16 wok

Nam wt.,

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.
PH

To Spea
ray Grads.. •-•

'MIN Lois Cotton wsii a visitor at Friendship School
day of Iasi week,
Senator Alben W. The rrieeellitilp School
GRP**
deliver the main ad. ed a day's Jilting at Wystts SprSow.,
25th
uralY
ing a few days before echool
ent exercise on May elosed
Miss Wilma Vandivei,
. in the college audi- home demonstration egent, of
0. Wrather, isoitig Princeton. Witt RA Invited guest
as announced,
Wall MI 011.101011,laureate It!Ton Will"
Mtit 14 out isi a
.
Our *Mitt
Cald
Dr. Frank H.
_ 00111 cand,,thtbit WO' ,
ent of the PresbY, Mg *din
Ate week
logieal Seminary nt imeanti - ,,this .. sus aton Sunday, .May 110, tended, the mieticei on at Pool
Marrick's left week, Mr. Merrielt
.esident Wrather will had recently sold his farm to
mately
ecs on.approxi
Jerome Thomas of Trigg county
and was diannstbil of Pera0n1d
folete schedule
PrOPertY and with his estimable
wife will move to Arizona to.
May 23, 3 pm., men's make their future home. Mr.
concert, recital hall; Merrick and wife have been lifeMay 27, 8:15 p.m., C. long residents of this county and
n recital, recital hall; their many friends regret to
y 28, 7:30 a.m., facul- know their leaving.
reakfast, Wells hall, Mies Thelma Brandon and Mrs.
., Mrs. Woods' tea for Wood Holloway, teachers, brourst; Saturday, May ught to close another very suc.m., Alumni banquet, cestdul term of school last Wed; Sunday, May 30, 3 nesday. Both teachers have the
laureate sermon, 4:15 goodwill of the entire communexhibit, Fine Arts ity. Miss Brandon has been
onday, May 31, 4 p.m., teacher here for the last 4 or 5
ert, campus, 8 p.m., years and this is the second
exercises. auditorium. term here for Mrs. Holloway, attesting the popularity of both
teachers.
Mr., and

$ ft
Dr. SKIP H. Weedil, UttiThr
State Stratident, eald Ins rftart
-tras4t Mimi', white be Is a
member of the American Aid
Mission, diat "Nod, .fuel, fear
and frustration are the four
prominent F's in Greece."
Dr Woods is on a temporary
leave of absence from Murray
State and Is working with train.
log specialists and representatives of the Greek government.
"My guess is that Greece
would already have been in
communist hands if it had not
been for American aid," Dr.
Woods deelared. The Murray educator stated that the Greek
people are living in constant
fear of guerrillas who have
"much equipment and money
at, Mrs. Will Sigler's, May 24.
The County health nurse will
be present to demonstrate caring for patients in bed. Those interested are urged to attend.
es-pecially non- nernbers.

iv lit task limit
_a0M. 001)11._ that the Ett
er,riltit situation - will -tor tutdcr
•
.
contrOI by fall.
Dr, Woods is working primerly With the agricultural program.
In Greece, ln his work with the
Minsitry of Agriculture he has
helped establish rural training
programs for training in such
fields as farm machinery operation and repair, building maintenance, and road repair. "The.
Greek government is interested
in training people for greater
efficiency in the production and
utilization of food," Dr. Woods
said. "Food is the most pressing
problem in Greece."
As a part of his work in that
country, Dr. Woods has made a
study of several Greek educational institutions.

made the spode, and here are
three rousing cheers for each of

20 Bushels MORE Corn
Per Ton Of Stalks!

you. We think you're Just tops,
and we're willing to bet this half

Cobb
"Ironing The Easy Way" was
the lelson title for the Cobb
Homemakers meeting held Tuesday, April 27, at the home of
lesson
BLIND HUNTER — Despite the fact that he has been Mrs. Chester Newton. The
was given and demonstrated by
HopTtiffi
1919,
in
him
kicked
see
horse
unable to
since a
Mrs. One Bryant and Mrs. Perkins (above), of Paden, Okla., spends m.uch of his time cy Piercy. The minor lesson, on
hunting with his well-trained dogs. He rarely' returns "Etiquette" was also given by Corn crop following lespedeza,
sweet clover, alfalfa, treated
without game. He draws a bead on squirrels, and other Mrs. Bryant.
with half ton powdered rock
was
month"
the
for
"Thought
Beoften.
phosphate produced 20 bushels
game by sound alone and doesn't miss very
given by Mrs. Cline Murphy, MORE corn per ton of stalks
tween hunting trips he practices shooting at Aln cans, who also had charge of the rec- than crop following untreated
legumes. Start this PROVED
locating them by having friends drop pebbles on them. reation program
— put
Members present were Mes- soil-building program
At 20 paces he seldom misses a can. (AP Wirephoto)
Four Leaf NOW on legume
dames Cline Murphy, Clyde fields and on field you'll seed
of Princeton, were visiting in
Wood, John Dunn, Earl Wood, to legumes.
this vicinity Sunday afternoon.
Rob MeCalister, Percy Pierey, Writs to ...
Rudolph Morris, Dallas Rogers,
Misses Mary Lou White and Schedule
One Bryant and the hostess. Thomson Phosphate Co.
Dixie Allen attended services at
May 13, 2 p.m., Cedar Bluff,
Visitors were Misses Wilma Van- 407 S. Dearborn Street
hostess.
Princeton,
Williams,
in
Herbert
Church,
Mrs.
Christian
diver, Johnnie Mildred Bryant, Chicago 5, Illinois
Eddyville
p.m.,
2
14,
May
Sunday of last week.
Linda Mercy
J. M. Tiehenor, hostMr. and 'Mrs. Robert Andrews, Road, Mrs.
of Dearborn, Mich., were visiting ess.
May 17. 2 p.m., Hall, Mrs.
friends hcre last weekend en' Walter Littlefield, hostess.
route home from Missouri.
May 18, 2 p.m., Otter Pond,
Gaydon Mitchell • spent last
Martin, Jr., hostweek with his grandparents, Mr. Mrs. George
ess.
and Mrs. Felix Mitchell.
May 18, 9:15 am., Cedar Bluff
Virgil 'Burton and wife, of
WHOP Radio Station.
Club,
Maine, were dinner guests of
May 19, 2 p.m„ Crider, Mrs.
J. T.. White and family last
Hays, hostess.
Saturday afternoon and attend- Cleveland
May 20, 2 p.m., Friendship,
ed the show at Princeton that
Mrs. Wilburn Crowe, hostess.
night.
Miss Delores llogers and bro- Training School
ther Donald, of 1-lopkinsville, "Planning Makes a Difference"
were visitors at Loell Hales Sun- was the subject of the major
lesson tauelt by Miss Ida C.
day night of last week.
Plans and specifications for Hagman, home management spethe building of the new Church cialist, Extension Division, Uniof Christ on the Cadiz, Madison- versity of Kentucky, in the Kenville road have been completed tucky Utilities .,building May 2.
and the foundation has been Miss Hagman stated that the
laid and the people of that com- difference between the truly
munity are putting forth every successful homemaker and the
pleted in a Short time. Brother unsuccessful one is mainly in the
effort to have the church corn- way they plan. This lesson will
Hicks and other ministers of that be giyen in each homemakers
faith are to be congratulated on club during the month of May.
their success in this cause. The Members present were: Bethsite chosen is near the old Chain- any, Mrs. Elmer Jenkins and
bliss farm, one mile north of Mrs. Lewis Jenkins; Cobb, Mrs.
Jerry Holloway and Mrs. Ora
Cross Road Church.
This community has been very Bryant; Eddy Creek, Mrs. S. J.
Road,
much
confused, as summer Satterfield; EddyVille
weather approaches, as to wheth- Mrs. Alvin Lisanby and Mrs.
er we will have ice delivery this Charles Huiblbard; Hopkinayille
summer as in the last few yeare Road, Mrs. P. L. Funk and Mrs.
we have it on good authority Lester Paris; Friendship, MTh.
that we will be getting ice again W. 0. Neweom and Mrs. Willie
Wyatt; Lakewood. Mrs. Homer
as usual in due time.
McCaslin and Mrs. Cook Oliver;
South Fork Mineral Springs Lebanon, Mrs. George Markotf;
in Idaho's Payette National Otter Pond, Mrs. Collin Ladd
Forest has an approximate flow and Mrs. Guy Shoulders.
of 76,000 gallons every 24 hours. uinn
Quinniehomernakers met with
Mre. Slyde Coleman April 26.
eiseMillatiseas
The major project "Ironing
the Easier Way" was given by
leaders Mrs. Marlin Sigler and
Mrs. Clyde Coleman.
Refreshments were served to
s. Will Sigler, Mrs. J. R. Viilines, Mrs. Roy Traylor, Mrs.
Marlin Sigler, Mrs. Clyde ColeNE OF the proud moments in a
man, Miss Wilma Vandiver,
Gene
Sigler,
home agent, Pamela
child's life comes on the day he
Sigler and Sandra Coleman.
decides he's big enough to dress himThe.-next-sneeting will be _held

of the world on it. Any further
ptoof you cm* to bring to bear
on the subject will be warmly
welcomed by all of us.

Homemakers News

for LEADER TRACTORS
NOW AVAILABLE
Leader Tractor is a 2-bettesu lf or 14 inCIAbb
weighs 2400 lbs. Comes equipped with hydraulic
hydraulic seat, lights, battery, generator, starter
belt pulley. Plows also available.

WRITE - WIRE - PhinNE
LEHR EQUIPMENT SALES, INC.
Phones 3475 - 4375
hmond, Indiana

O

What tO do for IsomanS oldest
problem. functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CAluttre• 2-way help.
You see, Osumi may make things
lots easier for you in either of two
ways: (1) started $ days before
'year tbne" and taken as directed
on the label, it should helpselleve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic.
it should improve your appetite,aid
digestion, and thus help build up
residuum for the trying days to
opine. (111613t Is scientifically preMed and solentifically tested. It
you suffer "at those oertebz timer.
today.
set Cluien,

ONE COAT COVERS!
NO BRUSH MARKS!
DRIES QUICKLY!
PORCELAIN-LIKE FINISH!
There's—n0.end to the things Ion can do with
Enameloidl You can make furniture, woodwork,
walls, 100-1 things sparkle Ilk. need Just one
emoodi-brushing coat of colorful Ramseloid does
the trick,dries rapidly to a brilliant, durable finish
eh%
I adds dazzling new life and zest to•
!tired, shabby things. Resists dirt,* 1.7U
ittltu, rough treatment. Cleans easily
ikart
With a damp cloth.Available In k wide
variety of glorious colors. Ask for dm
Ilaatneloid color cardi

Perfect for kitchen, bath.
room, nursery, laundryi
Semi-Lustre gives you
cheerful, colorful walls
t..heavy-duty walls that
you can Whill over sod
over again. Dirt„ rhos,'
igreese, eves ntercurol
wiiroess, come at ha a
vb.itiltaiwith justC.
watemi
fTrteintoodi Sherwlei
tilliats Sarni-Lustre
M* is t, .,,,„
artai
, rorionsicel,
,too. A little
list
covers a led
•

'450

FIRIP YOUR COUNTRY..•
HELP YOURSELF 1
There is still• very reel need
tor every ounce of mod tote we
can ealvey. The treeld-wide
geseter today than
0hOetlitetts.
Mom.
ever
sedge eestentlerthe your used
5. 'Yee you
P.
1/00.
kitessa
44 pit paid tee then ... and
yott know hire reedy cub
counts today.

Keep Torah.is Used feel
moo ht Wm.Isorliss.
R WIINI-W/LVIAMS PAIN 7 Hi 4nQ(.'#t

H Us

self. It's not easy. It requires intense application to get those little
shoes laced, to pull a sweater over
his head and make all the openings
come out right. But he flatly refuses
offers of assistance.

Let him try. It's worth every bit
of that hard work to achieve independence and the ability to take care
of himself.
Some day he's going to be faced
,with harder jobs and tougher decisions. He's going to have to choose
between independence and some suggested "easy" ways. But if Johnny's
got the stuff he had when he refused
help in dressing, he'll come out on
top. That's the kind of stuff that

Try Leader Classified Ads — They get results!

made America. Enterprise. Willingness to work, and to accept responsibility. You may call it Free Enter.
prise, Democracy, or Capitalism.
It's the kind of stuff that built
many American industries from small
beginnings. The electric business, for

instance. It built those first few
miles of line into today's nationwide
electric industry that provides millions of,jobs, pays hundreds of millions in taxes, and brings the benefits
of electricity to every, hamlet in the
country and to millions of farms.
It helped to increase production,
and lower costs. It brought electric
rates down, and kept them down
even today when everything else is
out of sight. Today, for example,
your dollar buys twice as much
.electricity ar it did just 10 to 12
years ago.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

boa Ott‘et
amenent at it. He could go pleas that the
Oats beàgle.
on like this for years: "My Life glib rather than artittilata; that
as it Novelist," "My Life as a Mtiklejohn vies tattleas, in parPianist," and so on, and many ticular toward tovihsneeple.
readmit will hope he does.
as if they needed ta,lia.laillaltthlid
He joined the Amherst faculty in ,the problems of higher ohmsin 1903 and in 1909 went to tioia; and that Meiklejohn was
Columbia where he was to in- not after all a scholar. . .an odd
augurate the "Great Books" tiro- charge from the author of "The
grata pretty much over the dead Private Life of Helen of Troy,"
bodies of dubious colleagues.
which 'received a popular success
In Columbia, besides pleasant out of proportion with the crith
things, he recalls the Harry cal acclaim.
Thurston Peck scandal, and the
There is other controversial
old dispute over the faculty's matter. Some readers ask: Does
pacifism and patriotism. But in Erskine think character means
•e ev
Y
h.
LOU MOORE'S TRIPLE THREAT FOR RACE --Owner Lou Moore (white coVer-

hi

ww4..o1 Poducith,

speaker.

COMPLIMENTS

i3*, guest

We WeiC01116 all visitors at all
nrs to all the services,
PENTECOSTAL 9.107.118111191
Old Madisonville Roe& Rye.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening prayer

ails, background) of North Hollywood Calif, looks over
the three racing cars, at Indianapolis race track that he has entered in the 500-mile
race May 31. Seated in cars'
(left to right) are Drivers Mauri Rose, South' Bend,
Ind., last year's winner; Bill
Holland, Bridgeport, Conn., who finished second last
year; and Mac Hellings, Burbank,
Calif., who will drive a new Moore entry. (AP Photo)

More Care At Intersections Urged
To Cut Down Traffic Fatalities

reap osi *6 Meal
OM
ItivilSall Under-

wilt be sued togilher

service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.

BARBEE MEMORIAL
CUMBERLANDPRESBY'rERIAN
J. P. Bright, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R.
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Evening Worship, 7 p.m.
Midweek Worship, Wednesday, 7
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
p.m.
You will find a welcome at all
services.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, minister
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
.7:30 Evening Worship

One of the danger zones where
a large number of accidents constantly occur is at highway in- N. Y. Education Editor
Secretary Anderson
tersections, Often unnoticed, or To Study U.
K.
Projec
t
Resigns From Cabinet
unheeded, the intersection of
EEL pretty good about your eduLexington —AP — Dr. BenjaWashington AP — Secretary
highways is the daily scene of
cation, you graduates? 'Want to show
it off a little? If you do—and what
death and destruction by motor min Fine, New York Times edu- of Agriculture Clinton P. Ancation director, arrived here derson has resigned, effective
vehicle collision.
)oung grad doesn't?—drop in when
you have some spare time and we'll
Safety while traveling through Monday to 'tether materiel for Tuesday.
conduct a powwow on cabbages and
or turning at an intersection de- a magazine article
on the Sloan The formal resignation, it was
pends upon the alertness and Experiment in Kentuck
kings, or choose your own =Nem
y. The learned, was submitted to PresYou have proved to the rest of us that
skill of the. driver and the ob- five-year experiment
is an at- ident Truman by Anderson at FIRST BAPTIST
you have a right to your my-so, with
servance of a few simple rules. tempt to improve
H. G. M. Haller, Pastor.
dietary prac- the regular Cabinet meeting.
your own knowledge and courage
At highway intersections, the tices' through the
9:43 a.m. Sunday School.
beeducation of Anderson plans to return to
vehicle
hind it. You already have our
on the right usually has children. It is being conduct
respect.
ed New Mexico, where he is seek- .11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
the right of way if both reach by the University of
Now please accept our most sincere
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
Kentucky ing the Democratic nomination
the intersection at the same bureau of school
congratulations.
7:30 Evening Warship.
service.
for
the
S.
U.
Senate.
time and are driving at a lawful rate of speed, but a sate
OGDEN MEMORIAL
driver never demands the right
METHODIST
of way if an accident appears
Dr. Summers Brinson, pubs.
imminent.
Church School 9:45 Alt
Safety specialists recommend
Morning Worship 10:45 A.M.
the following precautions at inEvening Worship 7 P.M.
tersections:
Youth Fellowship 6 P.M.
I. Always sacrifice the right
of way for safety.
HOLINESS
2. When entering or crossing
Revival services are now in
a main highway, give the right
progress at the Holiness Church
of way to all vehicles on that
on the Madisonville Road. Rev.
highway, whether approaching
Joe Bayer Li conducting, as
from the right or left.
sisted by Evangelist Maude
3. Always give the right of way
Turner, both of Dawson Springs.
to pedestrians.
The public is cordially invited.
4. Come to a full stop and
yield the right of way whenever
The American mandrake root
approaching a "stop" sign. Stop
can yield laxative medicine.
at a point where there is a clear
view of the main highway.
5. Give the right of way to all
police cars, fire apparatus, ambulances and other vehicles sigNo longer need you order a water system
"sight unseen."
nalling with a gbng, siren or
Easing of government regulations now
permits us to display
flashing light, notwithstanding
•diverrifsed line cf these farm labor
savers.
traffic lights, stop signs, etc.
We recommend Fairban.ks-Morse
Water Systems because
in this game called Life. You've
Drive to the curb if practicable,
our investigations convinced us that
they are tope In deships
or if required by law.
and construction;tops for giving lastingly
dependable MOM,
scored
one major victory, as
6. Give the right of way to
tops In assurance of repair parts when you need
thong
funeral processions.
bemuse the line is an complete that we can always ...and
represe
nted
offer
by your diploma,
Cis
,
very best type and size for each individual need.
7. Yielding the right of way
to bicycle riders is a safe and
and we're rooting for you to
Drop in and see our display next time you're
in town.
considerate practice.
amass
many more in the years
Before making a right or left
turn the driver should observe
the following:
Give hand signals or use mechanical signal device. (In some
states both are required.)
2. Slow down at a safe distance from where a turn is to be
made, give appropriate signals
and ease over into the proper
lane.
Voter Systeme • Say reaps •"Z"
&sea.'• Idlebt Pleats • InialbrAill
3. Look both ways at an inPenny Jacks •. Cana Sheller, • HaarauTM
III• • Vivien
tersecting highway before enterbooms
ing into it
4. When malting a right turn,
stay as close to the right as possible until turn is completed.
When making a left turn, get
into position 'In, or .as near as
practible to, he center of the
highway so that motorists behind will not pails you on the
left.
5: Yield the right of way to
all motorists coming from the
oppieite directioa whom the
turn might block or hinder.
These rules of the road are
necessary to insure safe, comfortable and efficient transportation Some of them may, at
times, seem over-stressed or unnecessary, but• experience has
proved that motoriste , who observe them, who respect the law,
and who have a genuine sense
of responsibility, hal. far greater chances to avoid serious accidents. The privilege of driving
ari automobile carries with it
the obligation to observe safe
of jet planes, bun-bombs and other scientific
driving practices, to show courtesy to other users of the highmiracles. To keep pace with this astounding age,. •
ways and to cooperate with law
enfotrement authorities et all
aim high and maintain a steady course.
times.--
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Perhaps ygu're planning to ha‘e a change Rads
In your listing in the new book. In that ea",
please tell us now,so you will be listed comedy.
Many details are involved in preparing a 14
phone directory. So any advance notice you at
give us of changes in listings will be appreciated.
,
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
COMP
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shine of this ho
Borer-Newads mail, was 13

You Needn't Buy

a"Pig in
a Poke"

We Have
Water Systems on Display!

Dress up for summer-bat be comfortable, win a Mallory Bakg0Veiglis but two unties
In its smart oyster isan-and it's sadly the soartgl
straw in town! Other Mallory Straws,
if you prefe:, include Panama', C000asat4
Sailors, All Cramilette aboweeprosisd.
All in stock for your impatiens nowt
VI
.the
*airily Milker.
Wang and many
niiminiag works
sky dairy fanners

N.LUSBY

int ia soaking...
important new
IA hew maws •
twww ineseiseility

Phone 88

loties Deese mil

Fairbanks-Mor‘-'

41'he mandrake plant mentioned in the Bible is the so-called
European mandrake
4:*st Point give a better
rontaling.-in it than many colleges? Does . he bedeve, *hanks
to his *sums experiences after
World Wat I, that trims education, particularly tin international politles,and history, could be
entrusted itisely to the Army?
Or when he points to a spiritual
failure In our educational system,
does he lenient merel the end
of ' toMpalsory aitg
and
elypel?

You have eibetked up

ss enviobly

is etiolate, this reikdoew, se4i we S.
*forts will meet with oerepanshiy

record
'we

Well. you have graduated,
or "hare boon graduated."
as the purists say. And
graduated means
'
worming to the point"

LAG( SU
Kkhen, bathr
get Itard wear
need he
d

You're on that point now. Before you have to come down

GLOS-LUXict
tinims surfaces
radiantly boa
...resists dirt,

and start at the base of
other cone we want to extend
our greetings and congratulations, with the hope that you'll
climb the next nagged hill as
well as you did this one.

•

GLOS.-LUX is
has a 13eauti

like finish

OLOUtiX is
al calor*
wi
S1,41N-LUK

may 13,

makers au
ber Seleciud
in

state Mother

For, Chick Dimas*

A forage crop and small graIn
field del meeting vill1 be held
at the Agrieultural • Experiment
Statfon at Lexington, May 27.
After a brief meeting in the
livestock building, the day will
be spent inspecting grams, it'
fumes and small grains and in
discussing
the
experimental
work. ,
Experiments to be studied include variety tests of wheat,
eats, barley, red' clover, alfalfa,
white clever) orchard grass,
bluegrass and red clover. Breeding Programs ..or mall grains,
grasses and legumes will be explained and some of the newer
yarieties discussed.

M. Posey, of
as Kis:Huehas been a
1948,
ce
er
Henderson Counof the
Akers Association 20
as
one time serving
of the Pennyroyal Di'
the last 10 years,'
member of the PosClub;
t Homemakers
affiliated
, she was
the Syples ,Club, of
Is president.
she servId
idle' was named one of
tucky Farm Hometnakhas since served as
t of the National Mal- 4-H Foods
Champion
Homemakers guild.
Miss Shirley Porter, 18, of
of
phases
all
ed in
Casey county is Kentucky state
king, Mrs. Posey said champion in the
4-H club focids
ieves Homemakers cluba project. While a senior
in high
e more for rural worn- school, she cooked almost all
has any other urgent- the • meals for her family of
When the Henderson four, and also packed lunches
market was first estatb- for her mother, who taught in
by the Homemakers a rural school. In 10 entries at
she became a faithfful the Kentucky State 'Fair last
tor. Through project year, she won all blue or red
in her club, she became ribbons.
ed in the refinishing of Wanting to help the younger JIM
FOLSOM AND BRIDE — Gov. James E. (Big Jim)
rug hooking, canning 4-H girls in her community, of
Folsom
of Alabama and his bride of a few hours stand on
preparing
and
brining
which. her sister was one, she
She spent 30 years of had them come to her home ev- the porch of her home at Montgomery, Ala., just a few
ed life on farms, and ery week, where she taught hours after their marriage at Rockford, Ala. Mrs. Folsom
her own work.
them how to prepare breakfast. is the former Janelieldoore, 21,
a secretary in the state
and community activi- As a result, two of the girls won highway
department. The six-foot, eight-inch chief exed organizations also claim in a demonstration of that subshare of this homemak- ject at the Casey C6unty Fair. cutive met her while campaigning for governor.
terests.
Miss Porter Is a freshman in (AP Wirephoto)
the College of Agriculture and
Contrast in texture, color flavBurmese New Year, cele- Home Economics, University of
or should be remembered in
Kentucky.
this April, was 1310.
planning menus. If the main
dish is soft-textpred, for instance, see that {here is crisp
contrast in en accompanying
By W. G. Rogers
salad or relish. Vary the color—
THE
PRINCPS
,S CASAMASSIgreen snapbeans, stewed • tomaMA, by Henry Jambs, introtoes and mashed potatoes make
a more pleasing combination
duction by Lionel Trilling
than slicer beets, stewed toma- (Macmillan; two volumes, $6):
toes and carrots. When it comes THE
ART OF FICTION AND
to Haver don't serve the same
OTHER ESSAYS, by Henry
food on the same menu twice—
of tomato soup is the first James, introduction by Morris
course, for instance, don't serve
Roberts (Oxford; $3.75); POR111
.
1 Mar
tomato salad.
TRAITS OF PLACES, by Henry James, introduction by
T h e American mandrake is
known as May apple, wild lem- George Alvin Finch (Learon, umbrella plant and, scienti- Crown; $3.50)
fically, as podophyllum,
James' ardent followers should
be thankful to publishers who,
besides issuing a recent lL.e ofthe James family, now bring out
these three works
In some respects, few other
reprints serve James as well as
RX OR *ADE
these, Here is early work, mostly before 1890. We see the obA UMW CM
servant and thoughtful youth
BEFORE IT FOLDS
traveling about Europe; we see
AND THERE YOU ME him assessing Turgenieff, Faulbert, Zola, de Maupassant,- TrolBietVsoda4
lope. In the tragic story of Hyacinth Robinson, written in 1386
and reprinted for the first time
in 40 years, we see James near
the height of his creative
here ... the great new postwar De Laval Magnetic
powers.
Speedway Milker offering you still better De Leval
He was a reticent, elusive,
Milking and many other important advantages. De Laval'
Car need axing top masked man: "To express any... or want to had* thing is to corppromise with
engineering works continually to improve ... that's
it lit on a toter mod- one's dignity",
and "we must
why dairy farmers always look to De Laval for the
el? We'll gladly help
with a friendly cash not expose our deepest feelings."
best in milking ... and get it! Ask us to explain these
Such sentiments, we might
Non. Simply MINI out
important new advantages to your
how ouch you need suppose, would hardly fit a man
. . and phone; ea
fll Sow AWN, • Improved Solikoteas • Wager Simko=
to be a novelist. But this deep
core in.
SI greeter Dependability • Iteirei Itriangth • laelor Monies
need to live behind lowered curSawlike Dotion end Ciestrodtoe
Nero Compact lootoNatien
•
tains had something to do with
larger Operefloo Cede
his decision to settle in England.
He seems to have been born
F:NANCE CORPORATION OF
Pre-conditioned for England. The
town of Chartres cvowds the
(Seat Side of Square)
cathedral, Canterbury $tands
1011 Court Square, Princeton
gloriously free; the Parisian is
Pho, 470
Fredonia Ky,
not good looking, the Londoner
Is handsome; and despite the
commonness of the people, he
loves a day at Epson. In literature, however, he is more just
to the French; though he disapproves when the great realists
step down to the democratic level for their material.
Ch00Sell

RAPS •

To Have
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by the ton

Though you may never see the coal aboard this train, it puts
money in your pocket, no matter what your job. Coal helps
make tools for growing larger, better crops. And these crops
bring better prices because of coal. For it creates the power that
multiplies the worker's productive capacity, enabling him to
produce more, earn more and spend more. Coal energizes the
production of American plenty, and itArives the trains bringing
that plenty to your corirmersity... eLas*year,the Illinois Ceptral
hauled 461,508 cars of coal--the most in its peacetime history"'
—to help produce and deliver to you the best of everything.

CONGRATULATIONS TO YOU,
,91b2dAtablia

WHAT YOU WANT

We could be cynical, instead, and offer you sympathy
and commiseration at this contmeneement time, but
there is too much cynicism already and too little room
for it. Granted, it isn't • very pretty world right now
—the one you'll be meeting soon. But it's the only
ase you have, and perhaps you'll be able to do tometiling about improving it.
k

WHEN YOU WANT IT

good bard try, anyway, mai you?

THANKS and BEST WISHES

1

Best

e KirDe Lan! Magnetic
iffifilfelY Milker

st

erttet

Literary
Guidepost

Vaaskevtieaner
o

$7

• ot the joys of the lipual- This Is—tha_attaion When CDC'
wife In the spring, is being
C diode bits the -poultry ,flock,
to serve generous dishes of ten.
acoording to the College of AgOr, green asparagus, fresh front riculture and Home
Ecoriornics
the garden. It Is a favorite veg- at
Lexington, It Is most likely
etable when served buttered or to
appear among chicks two to
in a cream sauce. But for
four weeks old, although older
something special, Miss Flor- birds may
have it.
ence Imlay, food specialist at
Affected chicks become
the College of Agriculture and
droopy, let their wings sag, and
Home Economies, University of lag
behind 'the rest of the flock.
Kentucky, suggests it be served Dealts and
shanks are pale,
with lemon sauce.
Many chicks usually develop the
Asparagus witfr Lemon Sauce disease about the. same time,
20 to 24 stalks of asparaguS
Infectr.d (Mirka eat little, and
4 tablespoons, butter or lin t !bev,mie 01111. ;Ind often die in
lied margarine
a few days, although they some2 tabic-imoiiii. fl to
times recover. In chronic cocci1 cup milk
dicer's, chicks grow slowly and
$ egg yolks
usually are poorly feathered,
14 teaspoon salt
pale and thin. In older birds
Juice .of one lemon
the combs are blue, and the
Wash asparagus, removing
birds are inactive.
scales on stems of stalks. Cook
In boiling salted water until
Modern druggists use a pronearly tender. Drain. Make a
duct called manna, but it is rot
sauce by adding flour to meltbelieved to be the same product
ed butter, then remove from
at mentioned in the Bible.
stove while milk is added. Stir
•
constantly. Replace on stove and Serve over asparagus stalks.
cook until thick and smooth.
Menu: Lamb chops, new parsAdd sauce to beaten egg yolks, ley-buttered potatoes, asparagus
then cook for I minute, being with lemon sauce, cabbage and
careful not to let the egg over- mint slaw, biscuits, butter and
cook. Add salt and lemon juice. strawberry shortcake.

ITH
Furniture Store

When you shop for a lip•
stick or a lawnmower, a
suit or a box of strawberries your local merchant
usually has what you want when you want it. Products from
100 or 2,000 miles'away are as handy as though they were
made two blocks from your home. Bringing them to you is
the Illinois Central's NO.Ilagab. By doing it well, we intend
to earn your continued friendship and patronage.

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL

W.A.JOHNSTON
President

RAILROAD
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MID-AMEEICA
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Mr. Tobacco Grower
Planting ALL Of Your Allotment
Will Mean More Dollars To You

GLOS- LUX
ENAMEL

WASHABLE
•
DURABLE
GAY • FINISH FOR
WOODWORK
WALLS ancl

Ideal

I Bill Mick

110It

LARGE SURFACE AREAS
Kitchen, bathroom and hallways
get hard wear,
... areas like these
need heavy duty protection.
wn'

la-

Guaranteed
Radio Service

0.•
10.0.100

•••45011

MO MOAT 87.

• ••
•••ammo=

GLOS-LUX is the ps,rfact finish for
these surfaces ... it's durable, yet
radiantly beautiful. It's washable
. .resists dirt, grease and S14110(n•

.•••••••101.0•Mmilmia...

,est.

You can't get it by wire

GLOS-LUX is so easy to apply • •
has a beautifql, high gloss tilelike finish ... dries quickly.

After your home's on fly.
Get It pare

GLOS-LUX is Identically Matched
in colors with FLATLUX and
SATIN-LUX ...for color harmony.:

ONLY

$ I

PER QUART
1.

oush-Paiiit
C

FT- Insurance

Since the close of the 1947 crop, Dark -Fired
tobacco selling season, we have taken note
Or the-35% eta-tilt- the—allotted acreage of this
type of tobacco and find that, based on the
selling price of the 1947 crop, this will reduce the cash income of farmers in the Hopkintrville marketing area by approximately
$1.01111,0041. This is a considerable amount of
money and its loss will be greatly felt by the
farmers of this area.

Since the 1948 crop will be supported* by the
Government under the same legislation as
the 1947 crop, which guaranteed a support
average of $30.20 per cwt., farmers are ased satisfactory dollar returns for their
1948 rap.

As we 'go further into the matter, we find
that only 88% of the 1947 tobacco allotment
was grown last year in this section. Since
many farmers have expressed opinions that
the 35% cut in the 1948 crop acreage is too
much, a portion of this cut could be easily .
off-set by the planting of full allotments
this year.

Undei• the present 35% acreage reduction
plus a further reduction brought ,out by
the growers not producing their full allotment, the amount of tobacco grown this
coming season could be less than the actual
amount of tobacco that went to the buyers
last season. If such Is the case, some export
demands for Dark Fired tdbanco may be
forced to substitute other types in lieu ef
our Dark Fired type resulting in eventual
loss of a future market for our growers.

The Dark Fired Tobacco Board of Trade, in'
conjunction with some of our banks and business houses, feel that in as much as tobacco
Is one of our main cash crops in this section.
that everything poksible should be done to
encourage growers to plant every allotted
acre of tobacco.

Taking the above mentioned Government
Support Price into consideration, the Board
of Trade feels It would be of financial interest to growers to plant their full allotment of Dark Fired tobacco, be it large or
small.

Where the Golden Rule
Applies.

C. A ' 'dal!

A

Ins. Agency

t

Vielleaper Store

!"The Complete Pain. Pore'
Pntscei-;;Tip Ky

--

Pilaus 54
w. aids% S'
1Prtiesitan,

Phone °,t'

Hopkinsville hit Fired Tobacco
Board Of Trade

Artnyt Vette•Cien.•
SAME Campaign• MOOS

IINIRE FOR RENT: flee
LAME um:POO inedn)s With
aid, bath. des end tiettlicity
bronis and allot; .stars, and
,
Appointment of tilt Steger 'tee Ulm Lisle Southard,
kronze arrows, are slaw avail- Lumber Company as an author* Varmint oilwee Road, Pei
able at the Princeton lieerultina teed representative of the Ohio ton, Kr,
Station. 8, Sgt, Bert Lieber, lo- Valley Terminix Corporation, of
Ouoistaints were reported at cal recruiter, requests that army Evansville, has been announced
Monday's Council meeting of veterans bring • ditichargea so by Carl J. Conkess manager of
children playing in Cedar 11111 medals may he given out as the Ohio Valley Terininix Corporation, and Sam Steger of Sweet Potato Plants: Improved
Cemetery,. plucking flowers quickly as possible.
announced that Ohe local firm.
Lieber
S.
Sgt.
Porto Ricos and Nancy Halls.
bicycling.
graves
The
and
from
As an authorized representa- 200-81; 500-$2; 1,00043; 10,caretaker was instructed to lock during Pspril, Howard Ledford,
Harold R. Armstrong, James H. tive of this firm, the Steger 000-$27.50. Prepaiii to your
the cemetery gates about sunCochran, James Lumber Company will become door. Marvin's Plant Farm,
dawn to exclude night prowlers. Lewis, Thomas
Tidwell, and James E. Jen- .0/filieted with the world's largGleason, Tenn.
ittp
• A letter, complaining of al- W.
est termite cohtrol organization,
leged short weight and other nings, all of Princeton, enlisted
FOR "SALE: Simmons studio
irregulsrities in the sale of ice for their first term of tinny ser- Termini's.
Organized in 1927, as a divis- couch. Mrs. A. F. Bridges,
here, and seeking relied, was vice. N. Y. Brandon and William
ion of the E. L. Bruce Com- t. be used with Ford tractor;
read at Monday night's Council F. Burton, veterans, reenlisted.
Ite
pany of Memphis, Tenn., Ter- Cadiz street.
meeting. In the absence of a
minis has devote' its entire fa- FOR SALE: 2-row corn planter,
City ordinance covering the
cilities to the manufacture of
will sell reasonably+. Archie
Matter, the writer was referred
chemicals and development of Hamby, 4 mi. E. of
Princeton
to the State Department of
processes connected with exter- on Highway 91. Phone
441-2.
Weights and Measures.
mination and control of terlip
- George Doyle resigned as a
mites.
Menber of the board of super- State Sanitary Inspector RodAn outstanding feature of Ter- FILMS DEVELOPED: We
visors and Frank tash was ney Quillen, 9f the State health
speedily return pictures from
minim is the free inspection
elected to succeed him. The ou- office, and County Sanitary Inyour roll films left with us.
which gives to property owners
Wei, sore will meet Thursday, spector Robert S. Jacob, of the
Camera Corner Studio. 200
true and accurate seporta on the
May 13. The other mmtbers are local health office, have comextent of termite damage in
S. Jefferson, Phone 673-W. tfc
Fred Pasteur and R. C. Stevens. pleted a second inspection of
their properties. Their twainPurchase of ajruck for use - in restaurants and other food handlElecttnendations for the control of Kerfnedy and Stallins
street work was reported and -a ing establishments in Caldwell
rical contractors; BRA wiring
these
wood-eat
ing
insects
are
proposal made to oil unimproved county and report considerable
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
based on eighteen years of exstreets when oil is purchased by improvement has been znade in
Phone 3654 or 541-W.
tit
perience
devoted
exclusively
to
property owners and residents. all but two or three of the places
one job—termite extermina- You can saVe 25 cents of your
this
Parking meter collections visited, according to a statement
tion and control.
paint dollar by using RED
were 9129.08, one of the best issued this week from the ofMr. Steger is prepared to furSPOT. Joiner's.
tic
weekly yields on record, a re- fice of the Caldwell County
nish
complete Information report showed.
Health Department.
BATTERIES
at
cost—with
full
A vacancy, caused by Council- The report states that much garding the services of Termln.
guarantee as long as present
ix, the world's largest termite
man Fred Watson moving out- improvement can yet be made
stocks last—for c a rs and
county organization.
side the City limits, exists in in many places, but satisfaction
trucks. Hodge Motor Sales and
the Council, the mayor reported. was expressed as to the co-opImplement Co. West Main St.
The election of a successor was eration being given in the effort
Phone 87.
tic
deferred until a later meeting. to bring about better sanitary
Five councilmen and Mayor W. conditions.
L. Cash attended the meeting.
The three largest cities in PalGum &rabic is used to suspend estine are Jerusalem, Tel Aviv
Instructors With Emer- FOR SALE: Puerto Rico (red)
insoluble compounds in liquids. and Haifa.
sweet potato slips. A. M. liargency Certificates To
vill greenhouse. Eddyville
Be Employed Later
Road, Phone 626,1.
Itc
Twenty-seven county school
teachers were elected this month CAMERA FILM BARGAINS:
by the Caldwell County Board of
At cost. Fresh roll film. All
Education for next school year, sizes. Black and white. Color.
beginning July 1, the office of
One roll or more. Camera Cor-Superintendent Clifton Clift anner Studio. 200 S. Jefferson.
nounced this week.
Phone 673-W.
Other teachers, now holding
emergency certificates, cannot be PIANO TUNER: Charles E. Bard,
elected until after the school the piano tuner, will be at the
year begins, it was reported. This Princeton Hotel the week beyear, 47 instructors were em- ginning May 17th. Leave orlip
ployed
by the County school ders.
Especially is This True in Insurance Protection.
system.
PIANOS — RADVS — ORGANS
Teachers elected were: Profes- — SOLOVOX. Top quality,
sor Guy G. Nichols, Mrs. Esther
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
W. Nichols, Herman Brenda, 409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Mrs, Lucille Morse, Mrs. John
Ph. 652-M.
52tp
Rice, Jack Byrd, Mrs. Earl Hill
yard, Mrs. Myrtle B. Brandon, FOR SALE: Building lots, 1QPx180 feet. Located 3 172 miles
W. L, Nichols, Mrs. Kathleen
Perkins, Mrs. Kitty Quertermous. from Princeton on Princeton
Mrs. Maggie VanHooser, Mrs. Dawson Springs Highway
Flora Creekmur, Mrs. Robbie (Route 2) See Erby Crtsce,
ltp
Oliver, Thelma E. Brandon, Mrs. same address.
Wood Holloway, Mrs. Madie
LOST: Red Setter Bird Dog, feOwens, Mrs. J. W. McChesney, male, wearing
collar. Last
Mrs. Ora B. Cantrell, Mrs. Ceseen in Hall community. Anycile Sigler, Mrs. Mina K. Thomone seeing rtr catching this
ason.
dog please call collect to
Mrs. Nellie Crenshaw, Robert
Noah Hinkle Baker, FarmersL. Brown, Vera Drennan, Mrs.
ville exchange, R. R.
Emma H. Cartwright, A. M. Princeton, Ky.
Itp
Calvert and Viola Burton.
KENNEDY RADIO SERVICE —
The large tiled kitchens in
302 Green St. Phone 365-J. We
Holland, are usually the scenes pick up and deliver. Service
of most activity in .Dutch houseguaranteed. George Gallaher,
holds, contrast greatly in size service man.
tic
108 S. Harrison St.
Phone 25 with compact modern American For graduation:
Remington
Portkitchens used for little but
able Typewriters. Reduced
cooking and dishwashing.
from $84.27 to $67.50. Sears
Order Office. Phone 790. he

Better Sanitation
At Eating Places

• John E. Young
Ins. Agency

HELM'S PULLORUM PASSED
CHICKS—Holder three worlds
records—R.O.P. sired matings.
Government Approved. Hundreds in
brooders. Sexed
chicks. Free Brooding Bulletins. HELM'S HATCHERY,
near Hitchyard.
16tp
FOR SALE: Large Warm Morning heater; good condition.
Mrs. McKee Thomson, Washington St.
ltc
FOR SALE: Three rooms of
household furniture. Inquire at
Tandy's--Gro., or come to 443
Ratliff St., Princeton. Must
sell. Leaving town.
ltp
Local and Long Distance Hauling with 28 ft. trailer. Load
capacity 12 tons. Call Cerulean 1603 or,603.
3tP

Sun sprites everywhere will take to the
new Humming Birds in Sun Haze...
With *bite, with colored shoes,
an the sunlit shades,
Sun Haze is your new color.

DON'T NEGLECT planting
strawberries this
ap ri it g.
Strawberries are high, but
plants are cheap. I also have
a complete line of nursery
stock to offer. See or call H.
L. Hobby, 205 S. Seminary St.
Phone 153.
tic

Graves County May
Get Voting Machines
Mayfield—Graves county may
have voting machines in time
for the next election.
The Fiscal Court and the city
council have both appointed
cotrunittees and' the joint cotnmittees will meet May 19 at a
special meeting scheduled for
Fiscal Court,
At the meeting the committee
will aee a, demonstration by a
representative cd the Automatic
Voting Machine Corporation of
Jamestown, N. 'Y.
The Fiscal Court and city
council will make the plant to
finance the Machines for the 53.
previnets

age W la
..,(19412tY M481. 844-10810.
Vard 10 COV0119 TtICOVed
etruetion in the ml
hi
woodlands' at * two-der Meeting
tore last 'ItalrlaisY and Friday,
under the direetlogi at H. W.

One 115 Acre Farm 4% Miles

Wesi of
priantes, /44040i dwelling, good condition. New
berm egret bating water — II acne Umber —
girteed leis than ;Ude per sere.
ones
A Nice Clean Home on Maple Ave.

6 rose, sad pew large let
glitite. Priced to,
rale.

One of Princeton's Finest Homes,
On Hopkinevilio St. Line Watelono Imre
2-story — ed modern OCOVilldelleet.

163 Acres in ,Fredonia

Farm Brand Pure Assorted Flavored
Jelly
12 oz. glass

$

Valley,

Dwelling, barn, granary, bemoan,smokehouse —
water, neer wheel, bait rim* 11% mi. or Freewila _
now for quick sale, ell $41.5541.0.

165 Acre Farm - Good Buildings.
On Fredonia-Shady Greve road — 24,5ssaa

Cigarettes

190 Acres, 2 Dwellings, Barn

all popular brands

194 Acres, 2 Dwellings, Barn, Everl Lasting wager _
Cerulean Highway 5% mi. E. of Princeton.

Great Northern Beans, U. S. No. 1
grade
5 lbs.
Lard

epares
thms
Lead
Bunting
Town; Ex
VISDIOy
On
rt Square
1
t
cron
PT111CV
'
mare t'
'V*19'1001.4
,c will vui

69

C. A. Woodall

pure, bulk lb. 22¢, 50 lb. can $10.29

"Home Of Everyday Low Prices"

A &P Super Right MEATS
HELP YOU TRIM YOUR MEAT BILLS EVERYIA

Smoked
-Picnic
lb. 49/

Short Shank 4 to 8 lb

OM*
to any
Int
is the
are comp
Dim and
industries
there and, a
its itzvortan
r. -stone a
•.
„lag the
I be Kentue
k C. Clem
Mayor Chit
?be visiting
vith them
a Legio
and bugle c
't celebnited
the Kentucky
known
batter
There wil
the children.
Omen,
of the
'Com
trrangeme
new One

Full Dressed

57¢ BLACK SEA BASS
Full Dressed Sheepdsead

35{1 WHITE PERCH

ORD -0- BITFood
PENNANT SYRUP
CIGARETTES
WHITEHOUSE MILK 2
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE 3
OUR OWN TEA
SUGAR
10
PEANUT BUTTER suitana, 2 Lb.ar
Blue

Lb.

Popular

Tall

18.
Bog

Lb.
Bag

F aenulated
:rt

of lack
trivet* sn
whethm. As a
-delfts on
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walehres in t
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them to
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A & P PRODUCE IS ATTRACTIVELY PRICED EVERY

TOMATOES
LEMONS
APPLES
POTATOES

OLD

Florida
360 Size
Fancy Box
Winesap
Cailfornia
Long White

SW1FTS MEATS

DUTCH

can 10¢

or 18

NeE.,,,tiow Price!

li.

VEL
'lg. pkg. 3lit

, ARMOURS TREET

The Meal Ready Meat

12 oz. can 500

jar 28¢

New Low Pricels,

• PALMOLIVE'
bath size, 2 bars 29

tTRONGHEART

StrrZdBeb`ies "d 41119"
OhoPPed

N3
ewn:
D
a
Lgo
u
nw
Sir
zoo
fr
7ic
ite I

•
• New. Low Price'

OXYDOt '
lg. pkg. 30'
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